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Repulsively Interacting Ultracold Fermi Gases
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Whether a local repulsive interaction is sufficient for itinerant 
ferromagnetism ?

什么是导致巡游铁磁最本质的原因？



Stoner model: mean-field treatment
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by 2Dn. We studied an ensemble in which the
number of atoms in each spin state is conserved.
This is equivalent to a free electron gas at zero
external magnetic field where the total magne-
tization is zero. The interaction term represents
any short-range spin-independent potential. When
the gas is fully polarized, it avoids the repulsive
interaction but increases its kinetic energy by a
factor of 22/3. The phase transition occurs when
the minimum in energy is at nonzero magneti-
zation (Fig. 1A) at kFa = p/2. This onset was
previously discussed in the context of phase sep-
aration in a two-component Fermi gas (15–18).
Figure 1B shows several consequences of the
phase transition for a system at constant pres-
sure. First, for increasing repulsive interactions,
the gas expands, lowering its density and Fermi
energy; kinetic energy is therefore reduced.
When the gas enters the ferromagnetic phase,
kinetic energy increases rapidly because of the
larger local density per spin state. Furthermore,
the volume has a maximum value at the phase
transition. This can be understood by noting that
pressure in our model is (2/3)Ekin/V + Eint/V,
where Ekin is kinetic energy andEint is interaction
energy. At the phase transition, the system in-
creases its kinetic energy and reduces its inter-
action energy, thus reducing the pressure. This
maximum in pressure at constant volume turns
into a maximum in volume for a system held at
constant pressure or in a trapping potential. We
have observed three predictions of this model: (i)
the onset of local magnetization through the
suppression of inelastic collisions, (ii) the mini-
mum in kinetic energy, and (iii) the maximum in
the size of the cloud. These qualitative features
are generic for the ferromagnetic phase transition
and should also be present in more-advanced
models (19).

We start with an atom cloud consisting of an
equal mixture of 6Li atoms in the lowest two
hyperfine states, held at 590 G in an optical
dipole trap with additional magnetic confine-
ment (23). The number of atoms per spin state is
approximately 6.5 ! 105, which corresponds to
a Fermi temperature TF of ~1.4 mK. The ef-
fective temperature T could be varied between
T/TF = 0.1 and T/TF = 0.6 and was determined
immediately after the field ramp by fitting the
spatial distribution of the cloud with a finite
temperature Thomas-Fermi profile. We define
k!F as the Fermi wave vector of the noninteract-
ing gas calculated at the trap center. Applying
the procedure discussed in (24) to repulsive in-
teractions, we estimate that the real temperature
is approximately 20% larger than the effective
one. The effective temperature did not depend
on k!F a for koFa < 6. At higher temperatures,
additional shot-to-shot noise was caused by
large fluctuations in the atom number. From
the starting point at 590 G, the magnetic field
was increased toward the Feshbach resonance at
834 G, thus providing adjustable repulsive inter-
actions. Because of the limited lifetime of the
strongly interacting gas, it was necessary to ap-

ply the fastest possible field ramp, limited to
4.5 ms by eddy currents. The ramp time is ap-
proximately equal to the inverse of the axial trap
frequency (23) and therefore only marginally
adiabatic. Depending on the magnetic field dur-
ing observation, either atoms or atoms and
molecules were detected by absorption imaging
as described in fig. S1 (25).

The emergence of local spin polarization can
be observed by the suppression of (either elastic
or inelastic) collisions, because the Pauli exclu-
sion principle forbids collisions in a fully po-
larized cloud. We monitored inelastic three-body
collisions, which convert atoms into molecules.
The rate (per atom) is proportional to f (a,T)n1n2
or f(a,T) n2(1 " h2) and is therefore a measure
of the magnetization h. For kFa << 1, the rate
coefficient f(a,T) is proportional to a6 max(T,TF)
(26). This rate can be observed by monitoring
the initial drop in the number of atoms during
the first 2 ms after the field ramp. We avoided
longer observation times, because the increasing
molecule fraction could modify the properties of
the sample.

A sharp peak appears in the atom loss rate
around koFa # 2.5 at T/TF = 0.12 (Fig. 2), in-
dicating a transition in the sample to a state with
local magnetization. The gradual decrease is con-
sistent with the inhomogeneous density of the
cloud, where the transition occurs first in the
center. The large suppression of the loss rate
indicates a large local magnetization of the cloud.

The kinetic energy of the cloud was deter-
mined by suddenly switching off the optical trap
and the Feshbach fields immediately after the
field ramp and then imaging state |1! atoms at
zero field using the cycling transition after a
ballistic expansion time of Dt = 4.6 ms. The ki-
netic energy was obtained from the Gaussian
radial width sx as Ekin = [(3msx

2)/(2Dt2)] where
m is the mass of the 6Li atom. A minimum of
the kinetic energy at koFa # 2.2 for the coldest
temperature T/TF = 0.12 nearly coincided with

the onset of local polarization (Fig. 3). The peak in
the atom loss rate occurs slightly later than the
minimum of kinetic energy, probably because
f(a,T) increases with a (22). Because the temper-
ature did not change around koFa # 2.2, the in-
crease in kinetic energy is not caused by heating
but by a sudden change in the properties of the
gas, which is consistent with the onset of ferro-
magnetism. The observed increase in kinetic ener-
gy is approximately 20% at T/TF = 0.12, smaller
than the value (22/3 " 1) = 0.59 predicted for a
fully polarized gas. This discrepancy could be
due to the absence of polarization or partial po-
larization in the wings of the cloud. Also, it is
possible that the measured kinetic energy of the
strongly interacting gas before the phase transition
includes some interaction energy if the Feshbach
fields are not suddenly switched off. For the cur-
rent switch-off time of ~100 ms, this should be
only a 5% effect, but the magnetic field decay
may be slower because of eddy currents.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows our observation of a
maximum cloud size at the phase transition, in
agreement with the prediction of the model. The
cloud sizemay not have fully equilibrated, because
our ramp time was only marginally adiabatic, but
this alone cannot explain the observed maximum.

The suppression of the atom loss rate, the
minimum in kinetic energy, and the maximum
in cloud size show a strong temperature depen-
dence between T/TF = 0.12 and 0.22. The prop-
erties of a normal Fermi gas approaching the
unitarity limit withk!F a >> 1 should be insensitive
to temperature variations in this range; therefore,
the observed temperature dependence provides
further evidence for a transition to a new phase.

At higher temperature (e.g., T/TF = 0.39 as
shown in Fig. 3), the observed nonmonotonic
behavior becomes less pronounced and shifts to
larger values of koFa for 3 $ koFa $ 6. For all three
observed properties (Figs. 2 to 4), a nonmonotonic
behavior is no longer observed atT/TF = 0.55 (27).
One interpretation is that at this temperature and

Fig. 1. Ferromagnetic phase tran-
sition at T = 0, according to the
mean-field model described in the
text. The onset of itinerant ferro-
magnetism occurs when the energy
as a function of magnetization flips
from a U shape to a W shape (A).
(B) Enthalpy, volume, and kinetic
energy, normalized to their values
for the ideal Fermi gas, and mag-
netization as a function of the inter-
action parameter kFa. kF is defined
by the density of the gas. The dotted
line marks the phase transition.
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the atom loss rate occurs slightly later than the
minimum of kinetic energy, probably because
f(a,T) increases with a (22). Because the temper-
ature did not change around koFa # 2.2, the in-
crease in kinetic energy is not caused by heating
but by a sudden change in the properties of the
gas, which is consistent with the onset of ferro-
magnetism. The observed increase in kinetic ener-
gy is approximately 20% at T/TF = 0.12, smaller
than the value (22/3 " 1) = 0.59 predicted for a
fully polarized gas. This discrepancy could be
due to the absence of polarization or partial po-
larization in the wings of the cloud. Also, it is
possible that the measured kinetic energy of the
strongly interacting gas before the phase transition
includes some interaction energy if the Feshbach
fields are not suddenly switched off. For the cur-
rent switch-off time of ~100 ms, this should be
only a 5% effect, but the magnetic field decay
may be slower because of eddy currents.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows our observation of a
maximum cloud size at the phase transition, in
agreement with the prediction of the model. The
cloud sizemay not have fully equilibrated, because
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this alone cannot explain the observed maximum.
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minimum in kinetic energy, and the maximum
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erties of a normal Fermi gas approaching the
unitarity limit withk!F a >> 1 should be insensitive
to temperature variations in this range; therefore,
the observed temperature dependence provides
further evidence for a transition to a new phase.

At higher temperature (e.g., T/TF = 0.39 as
shown in Fig. 3), the observed nonmonotonic
behavior becomes less pronounced and shifts to
larger values of koFa for 3 $ koFa $ 6. For all three
observed properties (Figs. 2 to 4), a nonmonotonic
behavior is no longer observed atT/TF = 0.55 (27).
One interpretation is that at this temperature and
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(B) Enthalpy, volume, and kinetic
energy, normalized to their values
for the ideal Fermi gas, and mag-
netization as a function of the inter-
action parameter kFa. kF is defined
by the density of the gas. The dotted
line marks the phase transition.
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by 2Dn. We studied an ensemble in which the
number of atoms in each spin state is conserved.
This is equivalent to a free electron gas at zero
external magnetic field where the total magne-
tization is zero. The interaction term represents
any short-range spin-independent potential. When
the gas is fully polarized, it avoids the repulsive
interaction but increases its kinetic energy by a
factor of 22/3. The phase transition occurs when
the minimum in energy is at nonzero magneti-
zation (Fig. 1A) at kFa = p/2. This onset was
previously discussed in the context of phase sep-
aration in a two-component Fermi gas (15–18).
Figure 1B shows several consequences of the
phase transition for a system at constant pres-
sure. First, for increasing repulsive interactions,
the gas expands, lowering its density and Fermi
energy; kinetic energy is therefore reduced.
When the gas enters the ferromagnetic phase,
kinetic energy increases rapidly because of the
larger local density per spin state. Furthermore,
the volume has a maximum value at the phase
transition. This can be understood by noting that
pressure in our model is (2/3)Ekin/V + Eint/V,
where Ekin is kinetic energy andEint is interaction
energy. At the phase transition, the system in-
creases its kinetic energy and reduces its inter-
action energy, thus reducing the pressure. This
maximum in pressure at constant volume turns
into a maximum in volume for a system held at
constant pressure or in a trapping potential. We
have observed three predictions of this model: (i)
the onset of local magnetization through the
suppression of inelastic collisions, (ii) the mini-
mum in kinetic energy, and (iii) the maximum in
the size of the cloud. These qualitative features
are generic for the ferromagnetic phase transition
and should also be present in more-advanced
models (19).

We start with an atom cloud consisting of an
equal mixture of 6Li atoms in the lowest two
hyperfine states, held at 590 G in an optical
dipole trap with additional magnetic confine-
ment (23). The number of atoms per spin state is
approximately 6.5 ! 105, which corresponds to
a Fermi temperature TF of ~1.4 mK. The ef-
fective temperature T could be varied between
T/TF = 0.1 and T/TF = 0.6 and was determined
immediately after the field ramp by fitting the
spatial distribution of the cloud with a finite
temperature Thomas-Fermi profile. We define
k!F as the Fermi wave vector of the noninteract-
ing gas calculated at the trap center. Applying
the procedure discussed in (24) to repulsive in-
teractions, we estimate that the real temperature
is approximately 20% larger than the effective
one. The effective temperature did not depend
on k!F a for koFa < 6. At higher temperatures,
additional shot-to-shot noise was caused by
large fluctuations in the atom number. From
the starting point at 590 G, the magnetic field
was increased toward the Feshbach resonance at
834 G, thus providing adjustable repulsive inter-
actions. Because of the limited lifetime of the
strongly interacting gas, it was necessary to ap-

ply the fastest possible field ramp, limited to
4.5 ms by eddy currents. The ramp time is ap-
proximately equal to the inverse of the axial trap
frequency (23) and therefore only marginally
adiabatic. Depending on the magnetic field dur-
ing observation, either atoms or atoms and
molecules were detected by absorption imaging
as described in fig. S1 (25).

The emergence of local spin polarization can
be observed by the suppression of (either elastic
or inelastic) collisions, because the Pauli exclu-
sion principle forbids collisions in a fully po-
larized cloud. We monitored inelastic three-body
collisions, which convert atoms into molecules.
The rate (per atom) is proportional to f (a,T)n1n2
or f(a,T) n2(1 " h2) and is therefore a measure
of the magnetization h. For kFa << 1, the rate
coefficient f(a,T) is proportional to a6 max(T,TF)
(26). This rate can be observed by monitoring
the initial drop in the number of atoms during
the first 2 ms after the field ramp. We avoided
longer observation times, because the increasing
molecule fraction could modify the properties of
the sample.

A sharp peak appears in the atom loss rate
around koFa # 2.5 at T/TF = 0.12 (Fig. 2), in-
dicating a transition in the sample to a state with
local magnetization. The gradual decrease is con-
sistent with the inhomogeneous density of the
cloud, where the transition occurs first in the
center. The large suppression of the loss rate
indicates a large local magnetization of the cloud.

The kinetic energy of the cloud was deter-
mined by suddenly switching off the optical trap
and the Feshbach fields immediately after the
field ramp and then imaging state |1! atoms at
zero field using the cycling transition after a
ballistic expansion time of Dt = 4.6 ms. The ki-
netic energy was obtained from the Gaussian
radial width sx as Ekin = [(3msx

2)/(2Dt2)] where
m is the mass of the 6Li atom. A minimum of
the kinetic energy at koFa # 2.2 for the coldest
temperature T/TF = 0.12 nearly coincided with

the onset of local polarization (Fig. 3). The peak in
the atom loss rate occurs slightly later than the
minimum of kinetic energy, probably because
f(a,T) increases with a (22). Because the temper-
ature did not change around koFa # 2.2, the in-
crease in kinetic energy is not caused by heating
but by a sudden change in the properties of the
gas, which is consistent with the onset of ferro-
magnetism. The observed increase in kinetic ener-
gy is approximately 20% at T/TF = 0.12, smaller
than the value (22/3 " 1) = 0.59 predicted for a
fully polarized gas. This discrepancy could be
due to the absence of polarization or partial po-
larization in the wings of the cloud. Also, it is
possible that the measured kinetic energy of the
strongly interacting gas before the phase transition
includes some interaction energy if the Feshbach
fields are not suddenly switched off. For the cur-
rent switch-off time of ~100 ms, this should be
only a 5% effect, but the magnetic field decay
may be slower because of eddy currents.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows our observation of a
maximum cloud size at the phase transition, in
agreement with the prediction of the model. The
cloud sizemay not have fully equilibrated, because
our ramp time was only marginally adiabatic, but
this alone cannot explain the observed maximum.

The suppression of the atom loss rate, the
minimum in kinetic energy, and the maximum
in cloud size show a strong temperature depen-
dence between T/TF = 0.12 and 0.22. The prop-
erties of a normal Fermi gas approaching the
unitarity limit withk!F a >> 1 should be insensitive
to temperature variations in this range; therefore,
the observed temperature dependence provides
further evidence for a transition to a new phase.

At higher temperature (e.g., T/TF = 0.39 as
shown in Fig. 3), the observed nonmonotonic
behavior becomes less pronounced and shifts to
larger values of koFa for 3 $ koFa $ 6. For all three
observed properties (Figs. 2 to 4), a nonmonotonic
behavior is no longer observed atT/TF = 0.55 (27).
One interpretation is that at this temperature and

Fig. 1. Ferromagnetic phase tran-
sition at T = 0, according to the
mean-field model described in the
text. The onset of itinerant ferro-
magnetism occurs when the energy
as a function of magnetization flips
from a U shape to a W shape (A).
(B) Enthalpy, volume, and kinetic
energy, normalized to their values
for the ideal Fermi gas, and mag-
netization as a function of the inter-
action parameter kFa. kF is defined
by the density of the gas. The dotted
line marks the phase transition.
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by 2Dn. We studied an ensemble in which the
number of atoms in each spin state is conserved.
This is equivalent to a free electron gas at zero
external magnetic field where the total magne-
tization is zero. The interaction term represents
any short-range spin-independent potential. When
the gas is fully polarized, it avoids the repulsive
interaction but increases its kinetic energy by a
factor of 22/3. The phase transition occurs when
the minimum in energy is at nonzero magneti-
zation (Fig. 1A) at kFa = p/2. This onset was
previously discussed in the context of phase sep-
aration in a two-component Fermi gas (15–18).
Figure 1B shows several consequences of the
phase transition for a system at constant pres-
sure. First, for increasing repulsive interactions,
the gas expands, lowering its density and Fermi
energy; kinetic energy is therefore reduced.
When the gas enters the ferromagnetic phase,
kinetic energy increases rapidly because of the
larger local density per spin state. Furthermore,
the volume has a maximum value at the phase
transition. This can be understood by noting that
pressure in our model is (2/3)Ekin/V + Eint/V,
where Ekin is kinetic energy andEint is interaction
energy. At the phase transition, the system in-
creases its kinetic energy and reduces its inter-
action energy, thus reducing the pressure. This
maximum in pressure at constant volume turns
into a maximum in volume for a system held at
constant pressure or in a trapping potential. We
have observed three predictions of this model: (i)
the onset of local magnetization through the
suppression of inelastic collisions, (ii) the mini-
mum in kinetic energy, and (iii) the maximum in
the size of the cloud. These qualitative features
are generic for the ferromagnetic phase transition
and should also be present in more-advanced
models (19).

We start with an atom cloud consisting of an
equal mixture of 6Li atoms in the lowest two
hyperfine states, held at 590 G in an optical
dipole trap with additional magnetic confine-
ment (23). The number of atoms per spin state is
approximately 6.5 ! 105, which corresponds to
a Fermi temperature TF of ~1.4 mK. The ef-
fective temperature T could be varied between
T/TF = 0.1 and T/TF = 0.6 and was determined
immediately after the field ramp by fitting the
spatial distribution of the cloud with a finite
temperature Thomas-Fermi profile. We define
k!F as the Fermi wave vector of the noninteract-
ing gas calculated at the trap center. Applying
the procedure discussed in (24) to repulsive in-
teractions, we estimate that the real temperature
is approximately 20% larger than the effective
one. The effective temperature did not depend
on k!F a for koFa < 6. At higher temperatures,
additional shot-to-shot noise was caused by
large fluctuations in the atom number. From
the starting point at 590 G, the magnetic field
was increased toward the Feshbach resonance at
834 G, thus providing adjustable repulsive inter-
actions. Because of the limited lifetime of the
strongly interacting gas, it was necessary to ap-

ply the fastest possible field ramp, limited to
4.5 ms by eddy currents. The ramp time is ap-
proximately equal to the inverse of the axial trap
frequency (23) and therefore only marginally
adiabatic. Depending on the magnetic field dur-
ing observation, either atoms or atoms and
molecules were detected by absorption imaging
as described in fig. S1 (25).

The emergence of local spin polarization can
be observed by the suppression of (either elastic
or inelastic) collisions, because the Pauli exclu-
sion principle forbids collisions in a fully po-
larized cloud. We monitored inelastic three-body
collisions, which convert atoms into molecules.
The rate (per atom) is proportional to f (a,T)n1n2
or f(a,T) n2(1 " h2) and is therefore a measure
of the magnetization h. For kFa << 1, the rate
coefficient f(a,T) is proportional to a6 max(T,TF)
(26). This rate can be observed by monitoring
the initial drop in the number of atoms during
the first 2 ms after the field ramp. We avoided
longer observation times, because the increasing
molecule fraction could modify the properties of
the sample.

A sharp peak appears in the atom loss rate
around koFa # 2.5 at T/TF = 0.12 (Fig. 2), in-
dicating a transition in the sample to a state with
local magnetization. The gradual decrease is con-
sistent with the inhomogeneous density of the
cloud, where the transition occurs first in the
center. The large suppression of the loss rate
indicates a large local magnetization of the cloud.

The kinetic energy of the cloud was deter-
mined by suddenly switching off the optical trap
and the Feshbach fields immediately after the
field ramp and then imaging state |1! atoms at
zero field using the cycling transition after a
ballistic expansion time of Dt = 4.6 ms. The ki-
netic energy was obtained from the Gaussian
radial width sx as Ekin = [(3msx

2)/(2Dt2)] where
m is the mass of the 6Li atom. A minimum of
the kinetic energy at koFa # 2.2 for the coldest
temperature T/TF = 0.12 nearly coincided with

the onset of local polarization (Fig. 3). The peak in
the atom loss rate occurs slightly later than the
minimum of kinetic energy, probably because
f(a,T) increases with a (22). Because the temper-
ature did not change around koFa # 2.2, the in-
crease in kinetic energy is not caused by heating
but by a sudden change in the properties of the
gas, which is consistent with the onset of ferro-
magnetism. The observed increase in kinetic ener-
gy is approximately 20% at T/TF = 0.12, smaller
than the value (22/3 " 1) = 0.59 predicted for a
fully polarized gas. This discrepancy could be
due to the absence of polarization or partial po-
larization in the wings of the cloud. Also, it is
possible that the measured kinetic energy of the
strongly interacting gas before the phase transition
includes some interaction energy if the Feshbach
fields are not suddenly switched off. For the cur-
rent switch-off time of ~100 ms, this should be
only a 5% effect, but the magnetic field decay
may be slower because of eddy currents.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows our observation of a
maximum cloud size at the phase transition, in
agreement with the prediction of the model. The
cloud sizemay not have fully equilibrated, because
our ramp time was only marginally adiabatic, but
this alone cannot explain the observed maximum.

The suppression of the atom loss rate, the
minimum in kinetic energy, and the maximum
in cloud size show a strong temperature depen-
dence between T/TF = 0.12 and 0.22. The prop-
erties of a normal Fermi gas approaching the
unitarity limit withk!F a >> 1 should be insensitive
to temperature variations in this range; therefore,
the observed temperature dependence provides
further evidence for a transition to a new phase.

At higher temperature (e.g., T/TF = 0.39 as
shown in Fig. 3), the observed nonmonotonic
behavior becomes less pronounced and shifts to
larger values of koFa for 3 $ koFa $ 6. For all three
observed properties (Figs. 2 to 4), a nonmonotonic
behavior is no longer observed atT/TF = 0.55 (27).
One interpretation is that at this temperature and

Fig. 1. Ferromagnetic phase tran-
sition at T = 0, according to the
mean-field model described in the
text. The onset of itinerant ferro-
magnetism occurs when the energy
as a function of magnetization flips
from a U shape to a W shape (A).
(B) Enthalpy, volume, and kinetic
energy, normalized to their values
for the ideal Fermi gas, and mag-
netization as a function of the inter-
action parameter kFa. kF is defined
by the density of the gas. The dotted
line marks the phase transition.
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by 2Dn. We studied an ensemble in which the
number of atoms in each spin state is conserved.
This is equivalent to a free electron gas at zero
external magnetic field where the total magne-
tization is zero. The interaction term represents
any short-range spin-independent potential. When
the gas is fully polarized, it avoids the repulsive
interaction but increases its kinetic energy by a
factor of 22/3. The phase transition occurs when
the minimum in energy is at nonzero magneti-
zation (Fig. 1A) at kFa = p/2. This onset was
previously discussed in the context of phase sep-
aration in a two-component Fermi gas (15–18).
Figure 1B shows several consequences of the
phase transition for a system at constant pres-
sure. First, for increasing repulsive interactions,
the gas expands, lowering its density and Fermi
energy; kinetic energy is therefore reduced.
When the gas enters the ferromagnetic phase,
kinetic energy increases rapidly because of the
larger local density per spin state. Furthermore,
the volume has a maximum value at the phase
transition. This can be understood by noting that
pressure in our model is (2/3)Ekin/V + Eint/V,
where Ekin is kinetic energy andEint is interaction
energy. At the phase transition, the system in-
creases its kinetic energy and reduces its inter-
action energy, thus reducing the pressure. This
maximum in pressure at constant volume turns
into a maximum in volume for a system held at
constant pressure or in a trapping potential. We
have observed three predictions of this model: (i)
the onset of local magnetization through the
suppression of inelastic collisions, (ii) the mini-
mum in kinetic energy, and (iii) the maximum in
the size of the cloud. These qualitative features
are generic for the ferromagnetic phase transition
and should also be present in more-advanced
models (19).

We start with an atom cloud consisting of an
equal mixture of 6Li atoms in the lowest two
hyperfine states, held at 590 G in an optical
dipole trap with additional magnetic confine-
ment (23). The number of atoms per spin state is
approximately 6.5 ! 105, which corresponds to
a Fermi temperature TF of ~1.4 mK. The ef-
fective temperature T could be varied between
T/TF = 0.1 and T/TF = 0.6 and was determined
immediately after the field ramp by fitting the
spatial distribution of the cloud with a finite
temperature Thomas-Fermi profile. We define
k!F as the Fermi wave vector of the noninteract-
ing gas calculated at the trap center. Applying
the procedure discussed in (24) to repulsive in-
teractions, we estimate that the real temperature
is approximately 20% larger than the effective
one. The effective temperature did not depend
on k!F a for koFa < 6. At higher temperatures,
additional shot-to-shot noise was caused by
large fluctuations in the atom number. From
the starting point at 590 G, the magnetic field
was increased toward the Feshbach resonance at
834 G, thus providing adjustable repulsive inter-
actions. Because of the limited lifetime of the
strongly interacting gas, it was necessary to ap-

ply the fastest possible field ramp, limited to
4.5 ms by eddy currents. The ramp time is ap-
proximately equal to the inverse of the axial trap
frequency (23) and therefore only marginally
adiabatic. Depending on the magnetic field dur-
ing observation, either atoms or atoms and
molecules were detected by absorption imaging
as described in fig. S1 (25).

The emergence of local spin polarization can
be observed by the suppression of (either elastic
or inelastic) collisions, because the Pauli exclu-
sion principle forbids collisions in a fully po-
larized cloud. We monitored inelastic three-body
collisions, which convert atoms into molecules.
The rate (per atom) is proportional to f (a,T)n1n2
or f(a,T) n2(1 " h2) and is therefore a measure
of the magnetization h. For kFa << 1, the rate
coefficient f(a,T) is proportional to a6 max(T,TF)
(26). This rate can be observed by monitoring
the initial drop in the number of atoms during
the first 2 ms after the field ramp. We avoided
longer observation times, because the increasing
molecule fraction could modify the properties of
the sample.

A sharp peak appears in the atom loss rate
around koFa # 2.5 at T/TF = 0.12 (Fig. 2), in-
dicating a transition in the sample to a state with
local magnetization. The gradual decrease is con-
sistent with the inhomogeneous density of the
cloud, where the transition occurs first in the
center. The large suppression of the loss rate
indicates a large local magnetization of the cloud.

The kinetic energy of the cloud was deter-
mined by suddenly switching off the optical trap
and the Feshbach fields immediately after the
field ramp and then imaging state |1! atoms at
zero field using the cycling transition after a
ballistic expansion time of Dt = 4.6 ms. The ki-
netic energy was obtained from the Gaussian
radial width sx as Ekin = [(3msx

2)/(2Dt2)] where
m is the mass of the 6Li atom. A minimum of
the kinetic energy at koFa # 2.2 for the coldest
temperature T/TF = 0.12 nearly coincided with

the onset of local polarization (Fig. 3). The peak in
the atom loss rate occurs slightly later than the
minimum of kinetic energy, probably because
f(a,T) increases with a (22). Because the temper-
ature did not change around koFa # 2.2, the in-
crease in kinetic energy is not caused by heating
but by a sudden change in the properties of the
gas, which is consistent with the onset of ferro-
magnetism. The observed increase in kinetic ener-
gy is approximately 20% at T/TF = 0.12, smaller
than the value (22/3 " 1) = 0.59 predicted for a
fully polarized gas. This discrepancy could be
due to the absence of polarization or partial po-
larization in the wings of the cloud. Also, it is
possible that the measured kinetic energy of the
strongly interacting gas before the phase transition
includes some interaction energy if the Feshbach
fields are not suddenly switched off. For the cur-
rent switch-off time of ~100 ms, this should be
only a 5% effect, but the magnetic field decay
may be slower because of eddy currents.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows our observation of a
maximum cloud size at the phase transition, in
agreement with the prediction of the model. The
cloud sizemay not have fully equilibrated, because
our ramp time was only marginally adiabatic, but
this alone cannot explain the observed maximum.

The suppression of the atom loss rate, the
minimum in kinetic energy, and the maximum
in cloud size show a strong temperature depen-
dence between T/TF = 0.12 and 0.22. The prop-
erties of a normal Fermi gas approaching the
unitarity limit withk!F a >> 1 should be insensitive
to temperature variations in this range; therefore,
the observed temperature dependence provides
further evidence for a transition to a new phase.

At higher temperature (e.g., T/TF = 0.39 as
shown in Fig. 3), the observed nonmonotonic
behavior becomes less pronounced and shifts to
larger values of koFa for 3 $ koFa $ 6. For all three
observed properties (Figs. 2 to 4), a nonmonotonic
behavior is no longer observed atT/TF = 0.55 (27).
One interpretation is that at this temperature and

Fig. 1. Ferromagnetic phase tran-
sition at T = 0, according to the
mean-field model described in the
text. The onset of itinerant ferro-
magnetism occurs when the energy
as a function of magnetization flips
from a U shape to a W shape (A).
(B) Enthalpy, volume, and kinetic
energy, normalized to their values
for the ideal Fermi gas, and mag-
netization as a function of the inter-
action parameter kFa. kF is defined
by the density of the gas. The dotted
line marks the phase transition.
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by 2Dn. We studied an ensemble in which the
number of atoms in each spin state is conserved.
This is equivalent to a free electron gas at zero
external magnetic field where the total magne-
tization is zero. The interaction term represents
any short-range spin-independent potential. When
the gas is fully polarized, it avoids the repulsive
interaction but increases its kinetic energy by a
factor of 22/3. The phase transition occurs when
the minimum in energy is at nonzero magneti-
zation (Fig. 1A) at kFa = p/2. This onset was
previously discussed in the context of phase sep-
aration in a two-component Fermi gas (15–18).
Figure 1B shows several consequences of the
phase transition for a system at constant pres-
sure. First, for increasing repulsive interactions,
the gas expands, lowering its density and Fermi
energy; kinetic energy is therefore reduced.
When the gas enters the ferromagnetic phase,
kinetic energy increases rapidly because of the
larger local density per spin state. Furthermore,
the volume has a maximum value at the phase
transition. This can be understood by noting that
pressure in our model is (2/3)Ekin/V + Eint/V,
where Ekin is kinetic energy andEint is interaction
energy. At the phase transition, the system in-
creases its kinetic energy and reduces its inter-
action energy, thus reducing the pressure. This
maximum in pressure at constant volume turns
into a maximum in volume for a system held at
constant pressure or in a trapping potential. We
have observed three predictions of this model: (i)
the onset of local magnetization through the
suppression of inelastic collisions, (ii) the mini-
mum in kinetic energy, and (iii) the maximum in
the size of the cloud. These qualitative features
are generic for the ferromagnetic phase transition
and should also be present in more-advanced
models (19).

We start with an atom cloud consisting of an
equal mixture of 6Li atoms in the lowest two
hyperfine states, held at 590 G in an optical
dipole trap with additional magnetic confine-
ment (23). The number of atoms per spin state is
approximately 6.5 ! 105, which corresponds to
a Fermi temperature TF of ~1.4 mK. The ef-
fective temperature T could be varied between
T/TF = 0.1 and T/TF = 0.6 and was determined
immediately after the field ramp by fitting the
spatial distribution of the cloud with a finite
temperature Thomas-Fermi profile. We define
k!F as the Fermi wave vector of the noninteract-
ing gas calculated at the trap center. Applying
the procedure discussed in (24) to repulsive in-
teractions, we estimate that the real temperature
is approximately 20% larger than the effective
one. The effective temperature did not depend
on k!F a for koFa < 6. At higher temperatures,
additional shot-to-shot noise was caused by
large fluctuations in the atom number. From
the starting point at 590 G, the magnetic field
was increased toward the Feshbach resonance at
834 G, thus providing adjustable repulsive inter-
actions. Because of the limited lifetime of the
strongly interacting gas, it was necessary to ap-

ply the fastest possible field ramp, limited to
4.5 ms by eddy currents. The ramp time is ap-
proximately equal to the inverse of the axial trap
frequency (23) and therefore only marginally
adiabatic. Depending on the magnetic field dur-
ing observation, either atoms or atoms and
molecules were detected by absorption imaging
as described in fig. S1 (25).

The emergence of local spin polarization can
be observed by the suppression of (either elastic
or inelastic) collisions, because the Pauli exclu-
sion principle forbids collisions in a fully po-
larized cloud. We monitored inelastic three-body
collisions, which convert atoms into molecules.
The rate (per atom) is proportional to f (a,T)n1n2
or f(a,T) n2(1 " h2) and is therefore a measure
of the magnetization h. For kFa << 1, the rate
coefficient f(a,T) is proportional to a6 max(T,TF)
(26). This rate can be observed by monitoring
the initial drop in the number of atoms during
the first 2 ms after the field ramp. We avoided
longer observation times, because the increasing
molecule fraction could modify the properties of
the sample.

A sharp peak appears in the atom loss rate
around koFa # 2.5 at T/TF = 0.12 (Fig. 2), in-
dicating a transition in the sample to a state with
local magnetization. The gradual decrease is con-
sistent with the inhomogeneous density of the
cloud, where the transition occurs first in the
center. The large suppression of the loss rate
indicates a large local magnetization of the cloud.

The kinetic energy of the cloud was deter-
mined by suddenly switching off the optical trap
and the Feshbach fields immediately after the
field ramp and then imaging state |1! atoms at
zero field using the cycling transition after a
ballistic expansion time of Dt = 4.6 ms. The ki-
netic energy was obtained from the Gaussian
radial width sx as Ekin = [(3msx

2)/(2Dt2)] where
m is the mass of the 6Li atom. A minimum of
the kinetic energy at koFa # 2.2 for the coldest
temperature T/TF = 0.12 nearly coincided with

the onset of local polarization (Fig. 3). The peak in
the atom loss rate occurs slightly later than the
minimum of kinetic energy, probably because
f(a,T) increases with a (22). Because the temper-
ature did not change around koFa # 2.2, the in-
crease in kinetic energy is not caused by heating
but by a sudden change in the properties of the
gas, which is consistent with the onset of ferro-
magnetism. The observed increase in kinetic ener-
gy is approximately 20% at T/TF = 0.12, smaller
than the value (22/3 " 1) = 0.59 predicted for a
fully polarized gas. This discrepancy could be
due to the absence of polarization or partial po-
larization in the wings of the cloud. Also, it is
possible that the measured kinetic energy of the
strongly interacting gas before the phase transition
includes some interaction energy if the Feshbach
fields are not suddenly switched off. For the cur-
rent switch-off time of ~100 ms, this should be
only a 5% effect, but the magnetic field decay
may be slower because of eddy currents.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows our observation of a
maximum cloud size at the phase transition, in
agreement with the prediction of the model. The
cloud sizemay not have fully equilibrated, because
our ramp time was only marginally adiabatic, but
this alone cannot explain the observed maximum.

The suppression of the atom loss rate, the
minimum in kinetic energy, and the maximum
in cloud size show a strong temperature depen-
dence between T/TF = 0.12 and 0.22. The prop-
erties of a normal Fermi gas approaching the
unitarity limit withk!F a >> 1 should be insensitive
to temperature variations in this range; therefore,
the observed temperature dependence provides
further evidence for a transition to a new phase.

At higher temperature (e.g., T/TF = 0.39 as
shown in Fig. 3), the observed nonmonotonic
behavior becomes less pronounced and shifts to
larger values of koFa for 3 $ koFa $ 6. For all three
observed properties (Figs. 2 to 4), a nonmonotonic
behavior is no longer observed atT/TF = 0.55 (27).
One interpretation is that at this temperature and

Fig. 1. Ferromagnetic phase tran-
sition at T = 0, according to the
mean-field model described in the
text. The onset of itinerant ferro-
magnetism occurs when the energy
as a function of magnetization flips
from a U shape to a W shape (A).
(B) Enthalpy, volume, and kinetic
energy, normalized to their values
for the ideal Fermi gas, and mag-
netization as a function of the inter-
action parameter kFa. kF is defined
by the density of the gas. The dotted
line marks the phase transition.
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by 2Dn. We studied an ensemble in which the
number of atoms in each spin state is conserved.
This is equivalent to a free electron gas at zero
external magnetic field where the total magne-
tization is zero. The interaction term represents
any short-range spin-independent potential. When
the gas is fully polarized, it avoids the repulsive
interaction but increases its kinetic energy by a
factor of 22/3. The phase transition occurs when
the minimum in energy is at nonzero magneti-
zation (Fig. 1A) at kFa = p/2. This onset was
previously discussed in the context of phase sep-
aration in a two-component Fermi gas (15–18).
Figure 1B shows several consequences of the
phase transition for a system at constant pres-
sure. First, for increasing repulsive interactions,
the gas expands, lowering its density and Fermi
energy; kinetic energy is therefore reduced.
When the gas enters the ferromagnetic phase,
kinetic energy increases rapidly because of the
larger local density per spin state. Furthermore,
the volume has a maximum value at the phase
transition. This can be understood by noting that
pressure in our model is (2/3)Ekin/V + Eint/V,
where Ekin is kinetic energy andEint is interaction
energy. At the phase transition, the system in-
creases its kinetic energy and reduces its inter-
action energy, thus reducing the pressure. This
maximum in pressure at constant volume turns
into a maximum in volume for a system held at
constant pressure or in a trapping potential. We
have observed three predictions of this model: (i)
the onset of local magnetization through the
suppression of inelastic collisions, (ii) the mini-
mum in kinetic energy, and (iii) the maximum in
the size of the cloud. These qualitative features
are generic for the ferromagnetic phase transition
and should also be present in more-advanced
models (19).

We start with an atom cloud consisting of an
equal mixture of 6Li atoms in the lowest two
hyperfine states, held at 590 G in an optical
dipole trap with additional magnetic confine-
ment (23). The number of atoms per spin state is
approximately 6.5 ! 105, which corresponds to
a Fermi temperature TF of ~1.4 mK. The ef-
fective temperature T could be varied between
T/TF = 0.1 and T/TF = 0.6 and was determined
immediately after the field ramp by fitting the
spatial distribution of the cloud with a finite
temperature Thomas-Fermi profile. We define
k!F as the Fermi wave vector of the noninteract-
ing gas calculated at the trap center. Applying
the procedure discussed in (24) to repulsive in-
teractions, we estimate that the real temperature
is approximately 20% larger than the effective
one. The effective temperature did not depend
on k!F a for koFa < 6. At higher temperatures,
additional shot-to-shot noise was caused by
large fluctuations in the atom number. From
the starting point at 590 G, the magnetic field
was increased toward the Feshbach resonance at
834 G, thus providing adjustable repulsive inter-
actions. Because of the limited lifetime of the
strongly interacting gas, it was necessary to ap-

ply the fastest possible field ramp, limited to
4.5 ms by eddy currents. The ramp time is ap-
proximately equal to the inverse of the axial trap
frequency (23) and therefore only marginally
adiabatic. Depending on the magnetic field dur-
ing observation, either atoms or atoms and
molecules were detected by absorption imaging
as described in fig. S1 (25).

The emergence of local spin polarization can
be observed by the suppression of (either elastic
or inelastic) collisions, because the Pauli exclu-
sion principle forbids collisions in a fully po-
larized cloud. We monitored inelastic three-body
collisions, which convert atoms into molecules.
The rate (per atom) is proportional to f (a,T)n1n2
or f(a,T) n2(1 " h2) and is therefore a measure
of the magnetization h. For kFa << 1, the rate
coefficient f(a,T) is proportional to a6 max(T,TF)
(26). This rate can be observed by monitoring
the initial drop in the number of atoms during
the first 2 ms after the field ramp. We avoided
longer observation times, because the increasing
molecule fraction could modify the properties of
the sample.

A sharp peak appears in the atom loss rate
around koFa # 2.5 at T/TF = 0.12 (Fig. 2), in-
dicating a transition in the sample to a state with
local magnetization. The gradual decrease is con-
sistent with the inhomogeneous density of the
cloud, where the transition occurs first in the
center. The large suppression of the loss rate
indicates a large local magnetization of the cloud.

The kinetic energy of the cloud was deter-
mined by suddenly switching off the optical trap
and the Feshbach fields immediately after the
field ramp and then imaging state |1! atoms at
zero field using the cycling transition after a
ballistic expansion time of Dt = 4.6 ms. The ki-
netic energy was obtained from the Gaussian
radial width sx as Ekin = [(3msx

2)/(2Dt2)] where
m is the mass of the 6Li atom. A minimum of
the kinetic energy at koFa # 2.2 for the coldest
temperature T/TF = 0.12 nearly coincided with

the onset of local polarization (Fig. 3). The peak in
the atom loss rate occurs slightly later than the
minimum of kinetic energy, probably because
f(a,T) increases with a (22). Because the temper-
ature did not change around koFa # 2.2, the in-
crease in kinetic energy is not caused by heating
but by a sudden change in the properties of the
gas, which is consistent with the onset of ferro-
magnetism. The observed increase in kinetic ener-
gy is approximately 20% at T/TF = 0.12, smaller
than the value (22/3 " 1) = 0.59 predicted for a
fully polarized gas. This discrepancy could be
due to the absence of polarization or partial po-
larization in the wings of the cloud. Also, it is
possible that the measured kinetic energy of the
strongly interacting gas before the phase transition
includes some interaction energy if the Feshbach
fields are not suddenly switched off. For the cur-
rent switch-off time of ~100 ms, this should be
only a 5% effect, but the magnetic field decay
may be slower because of eddy currents.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows our observation of a
maximum cloud size at the phase transition, in
agreement with the prediction of the model. The
cloud sizemay not have fully equilibrated, because
our ramp time was only marginally adiabatic, but
this alone cannot explain the observed maximum.

The suppression of the atom loss rate, the
minimum in kinetic energy, and the maximum
in cloud size show a strong temperature depen-
dence between T/TF = 0.12 and 0.22. The prop-
erties of a normal Fermi gas approaching the
unitarity limit withk!F a >> 1 should be insensitive
to temperature variations in this range; therefore,
the observed temperature dependence provides
further evidence for a transition to a new phase.

At higher temperature (e.g., T/TF = 0.39 as
shown in Fig. 3), the observed nonmonotonic
behavior becomes less pronounced and shifts to
larger values of koFa for 3 $ koFa $ 6. For all three
observed properties (Figs. 2 to 4), a nonmonotonic
behavior is no longer observed atT/TF = 0.55 (27).
One interpretation is that at this temperature and

Fig. 1. Ferromagnetic phase tran-
sition at T = 0, according to the
mean-field model described in the
text. The onset of itinerant ferro-
magnetism occurs when the energy
as a function of magnetization flips
from a U shape to a W shape (A).
(B) Enthalpy, volume, and kinetic
energy, normalized to their values
for the ideal Fermi gas, and mag-
netization as a function of the inter-
action parameter kFa. kF is defined
by the density of the gas. The dotted
line marks the phase transition.
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by 2Dn. We studied an ensemble in which the
number of atoms in each spin state is conserved.
This is equivalent to a free electron gas at zero
external magnetic field where the total magne-
tization is zero. The interaction term represents
any short-range spin-independent potential. When
the gas is fully polarized, it avoids the repulsive
interaction but increases its kinetic energy by a
factor of 22/3. The phase transition occurs when
the minimum in energy is at nonzero magneti-
zation (Fig. 1A) at kFa = p/2. This onset was
previously discussed in the context of phase sep-
aration in a two-component Fermi gas (15–18).
Figure 1B shows several consequences of the
phase transition for a system at constant pres-
sure. First, for increasing repulsive interactions,
the gas expands, lowering its density and Fermi
energy; kinetic energy is therefore reduced.
When the gas enters the ferromagnetic phase,
kinetic energy increases rapidly because of the
larger local density per spin state. Furthermore,
the volume has a maximum value at the phase
transition. This can be understood by noting that
pressure in our model is (2/3)Ekin/V + Eint/V,
where Ekin is kinetic energy andEint is interaction
energy. At the phase transition, the system in-
creases its kinetic energy and reduces its inter-
action energy, thus reducing the pressure. This
maximum in pressure at constant volume turns
into a maximum in volume for a system held at
constant pressure or in a trapping potential. We
have observed three predictions of this model: (i)
the onset of local magnetization through the
suppression of inelastic collisions, (ii) the mini-
mum in kinetic energy, and (iii) the maximum in
the size of the cloud. These qualitative features
are generic for the ferromagnetic phase transition
and should also be present in more-advanced
models (19).

We start with an atom cloud consisting of an
equal mixture of 6Li atoms in the lowest two
hyperfine states, held at 590 G in an optical
dipole trap with additional magnetic confine-
ment (23). The number of atoms per spin state is
approximately 6.5 ! 105, which corresponds to
a Fermi temperature TF of ~1.4 mK. The ef-
fective temperature T could be varied between
T/TF = 0.1 and T/TF = 0.6 and was determined
immediately after the field ramp by fitting the
spatial distribution of the cloud with a finite
temperature Thomas-Fermi profile. We define
k!F as the Fermi wave vector of the noninteract-
ing gas calculated at the trap center. Applying
the procedure discussed in (24) to repulsive in-
teractions, we estimate that the real temperature
is approximately 20% larger than the effective
one. The effective temperature did not depend
on k!F a for koFa < 6. At higher temperatures,
additional shot-to-shot noise was caused by
large fluctuations in the atom number. From
the starting point at 590 G, the magnetic field
was increased toward the Feshbach resonance at
834 G, thus providing adjustable repulsive inter-
actions. Because of the limited lifetime of the
strongly interacting gas, it was necessary to ap-

ply the fastest possible field ramp, limited to
4.5 ms by eddy currents. The ramp time is ap-
proximately equal to the inverse of the axial trap
frequency (23) and therefore only marginally
adiabatic. Depending on the magnetic field dur-
ing observation, either atoms or atoms and
molecules were detected by absorption imaging
as described in fig. S1 (25).

The emergence of local spin polarization can
be observed by the suppression of (either elastic
or inelastic) collisions, because the Pauli exclu-
sion principle forbids collisions in a fully po-
larized cloud. We monitored inelastic three-body
collisions, which convert atoms into molecules.
The rate (per atom) is proportional to f (a,T)n1n2
or f(a,T) n2(1 " h2) and is therefore a measure
of the magnetization h. For kFa << 1, the rate
coefficient f(a,T) is proportional to a6 max(T,TF)
(26). This rate can be observed by monitoring
the initial drop in the number of atoms during
the first 2 ms after the field ramp. We avoided
longer observation times, because the increasing
molecule fraction could modify the properties of
the sample.

A sharp peak appears in the atom loss rate
around koFa # 2.5 at T/TF = 0.12 (Fig. 2), in-
dicating a transition in the sample to a state with
local magnetization. The gradual decrease is con-
sistent with the inhomogeneous density of the
cloud, where the transition occurs first in the
center. The large suppression of the loss rate
indicates a large local magnetization of the cloud.

The kinetic energy of the cloud was deter-
mined by suddenly switching off the optical trap
and the Feshbach fields immediately after the
field ramp and then imaging state |1! atoms at
zero field using the cycling transition after a
ballistic expansion time of Dt = 4.6 ms. The ki-
netic energy was obtained from the Gaussian
radial width sx as Ekin = [(3msx

2)/(2Dt2)] where
m is the mass of the 6Li atom. A minimum of
the kinetic energy at koFa # 2.2 for the coldest
temperature T/TF = 0.12 nearly coincided with

the onset of local polarization (Fig. 3). The peak in
the atom loss rate occurs slightly later than the
minimum of kinetic energy, probably because
f(a,T) increases with a (22). Because the temper-
ature did not change around koFa # 2.2, the in-
crease in kinetic energy is not caused by heating
but by a sudden change in the properties of the
gas, which is consistent with the onset of ferro-
magnetism. The observed increase in kinetic ener-
gy is approximately 20% at T/TF = 0.12, smaller
than the value (22/3 " 1) = 0.59 predicted for a
fully polarized gas. This discrepancy could be
due to the absence of polarization or partial po-
larization in the wings of the cloud. Also, it is
possible that the measured kinetic energy of the
strongly interacting gas before the phase transition
includes some interaction energy if the Feshbach
fields are not suddenly switched off. For the cur-
rent switch-off time of ~100 ms, this should be
only a 5% effect, but the magnetic field decay
may be slower because of eddy currents.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows our observation of a
maximum cloud size at the phase transition, in
agreement with the prediction of the model. The
cloud sizemay not have fully equilibrated, because
our ramp time was only marginally adiabatic, but
this alone cannot explain the observed maximum.

The suppression of the atom loss rate, the
minimum in kinetic energy, and the maximum
in cloud size show a strong temperature depen-
dence between T/TF = 0.12 and 0.22. The prop-
erties of a normal Fermi gas approaching the
unitarity limit withk!F a >> 1 should be insensitive
to temperature variations in this range; therefore,
the observed temperature dependence provides
further evidence for a transition to a new phase.

At higher temperature (e.g., T/TF = 0.39 as
shown in Fig. 3), the observed nonmonotonic
behavior becomes less pronounced and shifts to
larger values of koFa for 3 $ koFa $ 6. For all three
observed properties (Figs. 2 to 4), a nonmonotonic
behavior is no longer observed atT/TF = 0.55 (27).
One interpretation is that at this temperature and

Fig. 1. Ferromagnetic phase tran-
sition at T = 0, according to the
mean-field model described in the
text. The onset of itinerant ferro-
magnetism occurs when the energy
as a function of magnetization flips
from a U shape to a W shape (A).
(B) Enthalpy, volume, and kinetic
energy, normalized to their values
for the ideal Fermi gas, and mag-
netization as a function of the inter-
action parameter kFa. kF is defined
by the density of the gas. The dotted
line marks the phase transition.
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Theoretical prediction for a trapped system 
based on Stoner’s mean-field theory

F. Atom loss rate

Atoms on the repulsive side of the Feshbach resonance
tend to be unstable to formation of molecules via three-body
collisions. Apart from kinematic and statistical constraints on
these processes, there is a simple constraint that two of these
atoms, which eventually form the molecule, must have op-
posite spins. One consequence of having a nonzero local
magnetization in the trapped gas is a suppression of the prob-
ability of finding fermions with opposite spin in the same
region of space, which leads to a strong suppression of such
three-body losses. Up to an unknown prefactor, !0, we can
estimate this three-body loss rate as

! = !0"6! d3rn!"r#n""r#$n!"r# + n""r#% , "32#

where the "6 scaling follows from a study of the three-
fermion problem $6%. Figure 2 depicts a plot of ! /!0 as a
function of the interaction strength ". For m̄=0, the very
rapid growth of ! /!0 for small interaction strength arises
from the rapid increase in the "6 coefficient, while the drop
beyond the ferromagnetic transition point arises from the for-
mation of a nonzero local magnetization in the trap that sup-
presses the product n!"r#n""r# in the integrand. These two
competing effects lead to a peak in the rate of atom loss, via
conversion to molecules, at an interaction strength that is
slightly beyond the ferromagnetic transition point. A mea-
sured peak in the atom loss rate as a function of increasing
interaction strength, as observed in Ref. $17%, would thus hint
at local ferromagnetism developing in the trap.

III. BEYOND THE LDA: MAGNETIZATION GRADIENTS

The discussion in Sec. II F has focused on the properties
of the Fermi gas within the LDA. The energy functional at
this level of approximation does not have any gradient terms.
We will not worry about the shortcomings of this approxi-
mation for the density profile—it is well known that the
LDA breaks down near the trap edges—but instead focus on
going beyond the LDA by considering magnetization gradi-
ent terms with a view to studying the energetics of spin tex-
tures. We begin by noting that although we have been assign-

ing a global spin axis to the magnetization, the LDA energy
functional would be unchanged if we, in fact, choose the
local spin quantization axis to vary from point to point; only
the magnitude of the local magnetization plays a role. In
order to go beyond the LDA and to study the energies of
various spin textures in such a Fermi gas, we therefore need
to extend the energy functional in two respects. First, we
have to promote the local magnetization to a vector quantity
so that the magnetization can point in different directions on
the Bloch sphere at different spatial locations. Second, we
have to include terms in the energy functional that depend on
the local magnetization gradients; this corresponds to adding
a surface tension term to the energy functional. The results
from such an extended energy functional should be com-
pared, in the future, with microscopic Hartree-Fock calcula-
tions.

We start with the dimensionless energy functional in Eq.
"20# and set

n!"r# =
n"r#

2
$1 + m"r#% , "33#

n""r# =
n"r#

2
$1 ! m"r#% , "34#

which define the local magnetization density m"r#. As dis-
cussed, the spin quantization axis can be chosen to be differ-
ent at each space point within the LDA. Let us next expand
the energy functional in powers of m"r#; we will keep terms
up to m6"r# although terminating the expansion at m4"r#
would not qualitatively affect our results. The energy func-
tional then splits into two parts as

# = #a$n"r#% + #b$n"r#,m"r#% , "35#

where

#a$n"r#% =
16

3$2! d3r&6
5
'n"r#

2
(5/3

+
"

3$
n2"r# ! "% ! r2#n"r#) , "36#

#b$n"r#,m"r#% =
16

3$2! d3r$A2"r#m2"r# + A4"r#m4"r#

+ A6"r#m6"r# ! hn"r#m"r#% . "37#

Here #a only depends on the density profile that depends on
the interaction " and that we assume is unchanged from that
given by the LDA calculation earlier. This is a good approxi-
mation since the corrections to the LDA energy are weak for
typical atom numbers used in experiments, as we will see
below. The coefficients of the magnetization-dependent en-
ergy functional, #b, are

A2"r# = 'n5/3"r#
22/33

!
"

3$
n2"r#( , "38#

A4"r# =
n5/3"r#
22/381

, "39#
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FIG. 2. Dimensionless atom loss rate, ! /!0, as a function of
interaction strength at various average magnetizations.
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!int =
64
3"
! drr2" 4

3"
#n!#r$n"#r$% , #26$

!kin =
64
3"
! drr2"3

5&
$

n$
5/3#r$% . #27$

The potential energy of the cloud, due to the confining har-
monic trap, can be easily obtained from experimental mea-
surements of the cloud profile and it is given by

!pot =
64
3"
! drr2'r2(n!#r$ + n"#r$)* . #28$

From Fig. 1, we see that the release energy displays a
sharp transition point, for m̄=0, at #crit+1.84. At this inter-
action strength, we find that kFaS=" /2 at the trap center,
with kF being the Fermi wave vector at the trap center in the
interacting cloud, which corresponds to the Stoner transition
point in the uniform gas. Further, an examination of the den-
sity profile of the two spin species shows that this corre-
sponds to an onset of phase separation in the trap—for #
%#crit, atoms of one spin type tend to have a higher density
at the trap center while atoms of the other spin type are
pushed away from the center leading to a nonzero magneti-
zation density near the trap center. Exactly which atom tends
to accumulate at the center is a spontaneously broken sym-
metry at zero magnetization, and this phase separation is
simply a local manifestation of ferromagnetic ordering. This
result for the #crit at m̄=0 translates into an estimate for the
critical two-body scattering length,

aS
#crit$ + 0.6#critaHON!1/6 + aHON!1/6, #29$

beyond which one expects to see phase separation in the trap.
For & /2"+170 Hz we estimate for N=104 ,105 ,106 the re-
spective critical scattering lengths,

aS
#crit$#40K$ + 5300a0,3600a0,2500a0, #30$

aS
#crit$#6Li$ + 13800a0,9500a0,6400a0, #31$

where a0+0.529 Å is the Bohr radius.
Figure 1 also shows the kinetic energy and the interaction

energy components of the total release energy. Each of these
observables shows a large and much more dramatic signature
at the transition #for m̄=0$ than the total release energy and it
is likely to be more promising experimental signature, as
discussed in Ref. (17). In addition, the potential energy of the
confined cloud also shows a maximum at the ferromagnetic
transition point.

Strictly speaking, there is no phase transition #beyond
mean-field theory$ except in the thermodynamic limit that,
for a trapped Fermi gas, is obtained by taking N#' and
&#0 with N&3 held fixed. For nonzero magnetization,
however, there is no phase transition even at mean-field
level; nevertheless, the release energy does display a fairly
sharp crossover at #crit for m̄(0.2. The measured release
energy can only tell us about the existence of a phase
transition—for #%#crit, in situ measurements of the magne-
tization profile, which we discuss below, are needed to show
that this transition corresponds to ferromagnetism in the trap.
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FIG. 1. #a$ Dimensionless mean-field release energy, !rel, versus
interaction, #, within the LDA for indicated values of m̄= #N!
!N"$ /N. For m̄=0, there is a phase separation transition that ap-
pears as a sharp kink in the release energy at #+1.84. #b$–#d$ Same
as in #a$ but for the kinetic energy, interaction energy, and potential
energy of the gas. The energy per particle in physical units may be
obtained by multiplying these results by 3EF

0 /4, where EF
0

=)&#3N$1/3. As shown later, going beyond the LDA leads to neg-
ligible quantitative corrections to these results.
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MIT experiments

two-component fermions

Fig. 35. – Feshbach resonances in 6Li between the two lowest hyperfine states |F, m! = |1/2, 1/2!
and |1/2,"1/2!. A wide Feshbach resonance occurs at 834.15 G. The resonance position is
shifted by an unusually large amount of # 300 G from the crossing of the uncoupled molecular
state at 543 G (thick dashed line). A second, narrow Feshbach resonance occurs right at 543 G,
shifted by less than 200 mG. The solid line shows the energy of the bound molecular state, and
the dotted line the scattering length.

this fact that has allowed direct evaporation of the gas at a fixed magnetic field directly
into a molecular condensate, an experiment almost as straightforward in principle as
Bose-Einstein condensation of bosonic atoms in a magnetic trap. Lithium is the fermion
of choice at Duke, Rice, Innsbruck, ENS and MIT, and also in a growing number of new
experimental groups.

Fig. 35 shows the s-wave scattering length for collisions between the two lowest hy-
perfine states of 6Li, |F, m! = |1/2, 1/2! and |1/2,"1/2!. The prominent feature is the
broad Feshbach resonance centered around B0 = 834.15 G. The resonance is approxi-
mately described by Eq. 207 with abg = "1 405 a0, !B = 300 G [135]. These values are
very untypical when compared with scattering lengths and Feshbach resonance widths in
other alkali atoms. Background scattering lengths are typically on the order of ±100 a0

or less, roughly the range of the van der Waals-potential. Widths of other observed Fes-
hbach resonances are two, rather three orders of magnitude smaller than !B. Clearly,
the broad Feshbach resonance in 6Li is a special case.

The unusually large background scattering length of 6Li that approaches "2 100 a0 at
high fields, signals a resonance phenomenon even away from the wide Feshbach resonance.
Indeed, if the triplet potential of 6Li were just about !2/ma2

bg # h · 300 kHz deeper, it
would support a new bound state. This “missing” potential depth should be compared
to typical spacings between the highest lying bound states of the van der Waals potential,
several tens of GHz. The resulting very large background scattering length modifies the
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We implemented the Stoner model, a text-book Hamiltonian for itinerant 
ferromagnetism, by using a two-component gas of free fermions with 
short-range repulsive interactions. 
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We implemented the Stoner model, a text-book Hamiltonian for itinerant 
ferromagnetism, by using a two-component gas of free fermions with 
short-range repulsive interactions. 

We showed experimentally that this Hamiltonian leads to a ferromagnetic 
phase transition 



Comparison between experiment and theory

above, there is no longer a phase transition. In a
mean-field approximation, a ferromagnetic phase
would appear at all temperatures but for increasing
values of koFa. Our observations may imply that
the interaction energy saturates around koFa ! 5.

The spin-polarized ferromagnetic state should
not suffer from inelastic collisions. However,
typical lifetimes were 10 to 20 ms, which were
probably related to a small domain size and three-
body recombination at domain walls.

We were unsuccessful in imaging ferromag-
netic domains using differential in situ phase-
contrast imaging (28). A signal-to-noise level of
~ 10 suggests that there were at least 100 do-
mains in a volume given by our spatial resolution
of ~3 mm and by the radial size of the cloud. This
implies that the maximum volume of the spin do-
mains is ~5 mm3, containing ~50 spin-polarized
atoms. We suspect that the short lifetime prevented
the domains from growing to a larger size and
eventually adopting the equilibrium texture of the
ground state, which has been predicted to have
the spins pointing radially outward, like a hedgehog
(20, 22). All our measurements are sensitive only
to local spin polarization and are independent of
domain structure and texture.

The only difference between our experiment
and the ideal Stoner model is a molecular ad-
mixture of 25% (Fig. 4). The molecular fraction
was constant forkoFa > 1.8 for all temperatures and
therefore cannot be responsible for the sudden
change of behavior of the gas at koFa " 2.2 at the
coldest temperature T/TF = 0.12. This prediction
was confirmed by repeating the kinetic energy
measurements with amolecular admixture of 60%.
The minimum in the kinetic energy occurred at the
same value of koFa within experimental accuracy.

For a comparison of the observed phase tran-
sition at koFa " 2.2 to the theoretical predictions, the
ideal gas koF has to be replaced by the value for the
interacting gas, which is smaller by ~15% because
of the expansion of the cloud (Fig. 4), resulting in a
critical value forkFa" 1.9 T 0.2. AtT/TF = 0.12, the
finite temperature correction in the critical value for
kFa is predicted to be less than 5% (19). The
observed value forkFa is larger than both themean-
field prediction of p/2 and the second-order pre-
diction of 1.054 at zero temperature (19). Depend-
ing on the theoretical approach, the phase transition
has been predicted to be first or second order. This
could not been discerned in our experiment because
of the inhomogeneous density of the cloud.

It has been speculated (19) that earlier experi-
ments on the measurement of the interaction ener-
gy (29) and radio frequency spectroscopy of Fermi
gases (30) showed evidence for the transition to a
ferromagnetic state at or below kFa = 1. This inter-
pretation seems to be ruled out by our experiment.

Our work demonstrates a remarkable asym-
metry between positive and negative scattering
length. Early work (15) predicted that for kF|a| =
p/2, both an attractive and a repulsive Fermi gas
become mechanically unstable (against collapse
and phase separation, respectively). In an attract-
ive Fermi gas, however, the mechanical in-
stability does not occur [due to pairing (31)], in
contrast to our observations in a repulsive Fermi
gas. This suggests that the maximum total re-
pulsive energy [in units of 3/5(2Vn)EF] is larger
than the maximum attractive energy |b| of 0.59
(32) that is realized for infinite a (23).

The interpretation of our results in terms of
a phase transition to itinerant ferromagnetism
is based on the agreement with the prediction
of simplified models [Fig. 1, (15–22)]. Future

Fig. 2. Atom loss rate as a probe
for local spin polarization, for
different temperatures. T/TF = 0.55
(triangles, dashed curve), T/TF =
0.22 (open circles, dotted curve),
and T/TF = 0.12 (solid circles, solid
black curve). The curves are guides
to the eye, based on the assump-
tion of a loss rate that saturates for
increasing a in the normal state. The
shaded area around the phase
transition at T/TF = 0.12 highlights
the same region as in Figs. 3 and 4.

Fig. 3. Kinetic energy of
a repulsively interacting
Fermi gas determined for
different interaction pa-
rameters koFa and tem-
peratures. The measured
kinetic energy is normal-
ized by the Fermi energy
EoF of the noninteracting
Fermi gas at T = 0, cal-
culated at the trap center
with the same number of
atoms per spin state. Each
data point represents the
average of three or four
measurements.
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F. Atom loss rate

Atoms on the repulsive side of the Feshbach resonance
tend to be unstable to formation of molecules via three-body
collisions. Apart from kinematic and statistical constraints on
these processes, there is a simple constraint that two of these
atoms, which eventually form the molecule, must have op-
posite spins. One consequence of having a nonzero local
magnetization in the trapped gas is a suppression of the prob-
ability of finding fermions with opposite spin in the same
region of space, which leads to a strong suppression of such
three-body losses. Up to an unknown prefactor, !0, we can
estimate this three-body loss rate as

! = !0"6! d3rn!"r#n""r#$n!"r# + n""r#% , "32#

where the "6 scaling follows from a study of the three-
fermion problem $6%. Figure 2 depicts a plot of ! /!0 as a
function of the interaction strength ". For m̄=0, the very
rapid growth of ! /!0 for small interaction strength arises
from the rapid increase in the "6 coefficient, while the drop
beyond the ferromagnetic transition point arises from the for-
mation of a nonzero local magnetization in the trap that sup-
presses the product n!"r#n""r# in the integrand. These two
competing effects lead to a peak in the rate of atom loss, via
conversion to molecules, at an interaction strength that is
slightly beyond the ferromagnetic transition point. A mea-
sured peak in the atom loss rate as a function of increasing
interaction strength, as observed in Ref. $17%, would thus hint
at local ferromagnetism developing in the trap.

III. BEYOND THE LDA: MAGNETIZATION GRADIENTS

The discussion in Sec. II F has focused on the properties
of the Fermi gas within the LDA. The energy functional at
this level of approximation does not have any gradient terms.
We will not worry about the shortcomings of this approxi-
mation for the density profile—it is well known that the
LDA breaks down near the trap edges—but instead focus on
going beyond the LDA by considering magnetization gradi-
ent terms with a view to studying the energetics of spin tex-
tures. We begin by noting that although we have been assign-

ing a global spin axis to the magnetization, the LDA energy
functional would be unchanged if we, in fact, choose the
local spin quantization axis to vary from point to point; only
the magnitude of the local magnetization plays a role. In
order to go beyond the LDA and to study the energies of
various spin textures in such a Fermi gas, we therefore need
to extend the energy functional in two respects. First, we
have to promote the local magnetization to a vector quantity
so that the magnetization can point in different directions on
the Bloch sphere at different spatial locations. Second, we
have to include terms in the energy functional that depend on
the local magnetization gradients; this corresponds to adding
a surface tension term to the energy functional. The results
from such an extended energy functional should be com-
pared, in the future, with microscopic Hartree-Fock calcula-
tions.

We start with the dimensionless energy functional in Eq.
"20# and set

n!"r# =
n"r#

2
$1 + m"r#% , "33#

n""r# =
n"r#

2
$1 ! m"r#% , "34#

which define the local magnetization density m"r#. As dis-
cussed, the spin quantization axis can be chosen to be differ-
ent at each space point within the LDA. Let us next expand
the energy functional in powers of m"r#; we will keep terms
up to m6"r# although terminating the expansion at m4"r#
would not qualitatively affect our results. The energy func-
tional then splits into two parts as

# = #a$n"r#% + #b$n"r#,m"r#% , "35#

where

#a$n"r#% =
16

3$2! d3r&6
5
'n"r#

2
(5/3

+
"

3$
n2"r# ! "% ! r2#n"r#) , "36#

#b$n"r#,m"r#% =
16

3$2! d3r$A2"r#m2"r# + A4"r#m4"r#

+ A6"r#m6"r# ! hn"r#m"r#% . "37#

Here #a only depends on the density profile that depends on
the interaction " and that we assume is unchanged from that
given by the LDA calculation earlier. This is a good approxi-
mation since the corrections to the LDA energy are weak for
typical atom numbers used in experiments, as we will see
below. The coefficients of the magnetization-dependent en-
ergy functional, #b, are

A2"r# = 'n5/3"r#
22/33

!
"

3$
n2"r#( , "38#

A4"r# =
n5/3"r#
22/381

, "39#
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FIG. 2. Dimensionless atom loss rate, ! /!0, as a function of
interaction strength at various average magnetizations.
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above, there is no longer a phase transition. In a
mean-field approximation, a ferromagnetic phase
would appear at all temperatures but for increasing
values of koFa. Our observations may imply that
the interaction energy saturates around koFa ! 5.

The spin-polarized ferromagnetic state should
not suffer from inelastic collisions. However,
typical lifetimes were 10 to 20 ms, which were
probably related to a small domain size and three-
body recombination at domain walls.

We were unsuccessful in imaging ferromag-
netic domains using differential in situ phase-
contrast imaging (28). A signal-to-noise level of
~ 10 suggests that there were at least 100 do-
mains in a volume given by our spatial resolution
of ~3 mm and by the radial size of the cloud. This
implies that the maximum volume of the spin do-
mains is ~5 mm3, containing ~50 spin-polarized
atoms. We suspect that the short lifetime prevented
the domains from growing to a larger size and
eventually adopting the equilibrium texture of the
ground state, which has been predicted to have
the spins pointing radially outward, like a hedgehog
(20, 22). All our measurements are sensitive only
to local spin polarization and are independent of
domain structure and texture.

The only difference between our experiment
and the ideal Stoner model is a molecular ad-
mixture of 25% (Fig. 4). The molecular fraction
was constant forkoFa > 1.8 for all temperatures and
therefore cannot be responsible for the sudden
change of behavior of the gas at koFa " 2.2 at the
coldest temperature T/TF = 0.12. This prediction
was confirmed by repeating the kinetic energy
measurements with amolecular admixture of 60%.
The minimum in the kinetic energy occurred at the
same value of koFa within experimental accuracy.

For a comparison of the observed phase tran-
sition at koFa " 2.2 to the theoretical predictions, the
ideal gas koF has to be replaced by the value for the
interacting gas, which is smaller by ~15% because
of the expansion of the cloud (Fig. 4), resulting in a
critical value forkFa" 1.9 T 0.2. AtT/TF = 0.12, the
finite temperature correction in the critical value for
kFa is predicted to be less than 5% (19). The
observed value forkFa is larger than both themean-
field prediction of p/2 and the second-order pre-
diction of 1.054 at zero temperature (19). Depend-
ing on the theoretical approach, the phase transition
has been predicted to be first or second order. This
could not been discerned in our experiment because
of the inhomogeneous density of the cloud.

It has been speculated (19) that earlier experi-
ments on the measurement of the interaction ener-
gy (29) and radio frequency spectroscopy of Fermi
gases (30) showed evidence for the transition to a
ferromagnetic state at or below kFa = 1. This inter-
pretation seems to be ruled out by our experiment.

Our work demonstrates a remarkable asym-
metry between positive and negative scattering
length. Early work (15) predicted that for kF|a| =
p/2, both an attractive and a repulsive Fermi gas
become mechanically unstable (against collapse
and phase separation, respectively). In an attract-
ive Fermi gas, however, the mechanical in-
stability does not occur [due to pairing (31)], in
contrast to our observations in a repulsive Fermi
gas. This suggests that the maximum total re-
pulsive energy [in units of 3/5(2Vn)EF] is larger
than the maximum attractive energy |b| of 0.59
(32) that is realized for infinite a (23).

The interpretation of our results in terms of
a phase transition to itinerant ferromagnetism
is based on the agreement with the prediction
of simplified models [Fig. 1, (15–22)]. Future

Fig. 2. Atom loss rate as a probe
for local spin polarization, for
different temperatures. T/TF = 0.55
(triangles, dashed curve), T/TF =
0.22 (open circles, dotted curve),
and T/TF = 0.12 (solid circles, solid
black curve). The curves are guides
to the eye, based on the assump-
tion of a loss rate that saturates for
increasing a in the normal state. The
shaded area around the phase
transition at T/TF = 0.12 highlights
the same region as in Figs. 3 and 4.

Fig. 3. Kinetic energy of
a repulsively interacting
Fermi gas determined for
different interaction pa-
rameters koFa and tem-
peratures. The measured
kinetic energy is normal-
ized by the Fermi energy
EoF of the noninteracting
Fermi gas at T = 0, cal-
culated at the trap center
with the same number of
atoms per spin state. Each
data point represents the
average of three or four
measurements.
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!int =
64
3"
! drr2" 4

3"
#n!#r$n"#r$% , #26$

!kin =
64
3"
! drr2"3

5&
$

n$
5/3#r$% . #27$

The potential energy of the cloud, due to the confining har-
monic trap, can be easily obtained from experimental mea-
surements of the cloud profile and it is given by

!pot =
64
3"
! drr2'r2(n!#r$ + n"#r$)* . #28$

From Fig. 1, we see that the release energy displays a
sharp transition point, for m̄=0, at #crit+1.84. At this inter-
action strength, we find that kFaS=" /2 at the trap center,
with kF being the Fermi wave vector at the trap center in the
interacting cloud, which corresponds to the Stoner transition
point in the uniform gas. Further, an examination of the den-
sity profile of the two spin species shows that this corre-
sponds to an onset of phase separation in the trap—for #
%#crit, atoms of one spin type tend to have a higher density
at the trap center while atoms of the other spin type are
pushed away from the center leading to a nonzero magneti-
zation density near the trap center. Exactly which atom tends
to accumulate at the center is a spontaneously broken sym-
metry at zero magnetization, and this phase separation is
simply a local manifestation of ferromagnetic ordering. This
result for the #crit at m̄=0 translates into an estimate for the
critical two-body scattering length,

aS
#crit$ + 0.6#critaHON!1/6 + aHON!1/6, #29$

beyond which one expects to see phase separation in the trap.
For & /2"+170 Hz we estimate for N=104 ,105 ,106 the re-
spective critical scattering lengths,

aS
#crit$#40K$ + 5300a0,3600a0,2500a0, #30$

aS
#crit$#6Li$ + 13800a0,9500a0,6400a0, #31$

where a0+0.529 Å is the Bohr radius.
Figure 1 also shows the kinetic energy and the interaction

energy components of the total release energy. Each of these
observables shows a large and much more dramatic signature
at the transition #for m̄=0$ than the total release energy and it
is likely to be more promising experimental signature, as
discussed in Ref. (17). In addition, the potential energy of the
confined cloud also shows a maximum at the ferromagnetic
transition point.

Strictly speaking, there is no phase transition #beyond
mean-field theory$ except in the thermodynamic limit that,
for a trapped Fermi gas, is obtained by taking N#' and
&#0 with N&3 held fixed. For nonzero magnetization,
however, there is no phase transition even at mean-field
level; nevertheless, the release energy does display a fairly
sharp crossover at #crit for m̄(0.2. The measured release
energy can only tell us about the existence of a phase
transition—for #%#crit, in situ measurements of the magne-
tization profile, which we discuss below, are needed to show
that this transition corresponds to ferromagnetism in the trap.
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FIG. 1. #a$ Dimensionless mean-field release energy, !rel, versus
interaction, #, within the LDA for indicated values of m̄= #N!
!N"$ /N. For m̄=0, there is a phase separation transition that ap-
pears as a sharp kink in the release energy at #+1.84. #b$–#d$ Same
as in #a$ but for the kinetic energy, interaction energy, and potential
energy of the gas. The energy per particle in physical units may be
obtained by multiplying these results by 3EF

0 /4, where EF
0

=)&#3N$1/3. As shown later, going beyond the LDA leads to neg-
ligible quantitative corrections to these results.
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Whether MIT Ketterle’s experiment

above, there is no longer a phase transition. In a
mean-field approximation, a ferromagnetic phase
would appear at all temperatures but for increasing
values of koFa. Our observations may imply that
the interaction energy saturates around koFa ! 5.

The spin-polarized ferromagnetic state should
not suffer from inelastic collisions. However,
typical lifetimes were 10 to 20 ms, which were
probably related to a small domain size and three-
body recombination at domain walls.

We were unsuccessful in imaging ferromag-
netic domains using differential in situ phase-
contrast imaging (28). A signal-to-noise level of
~ 10 suggests that there were at least 100 do-
mains in a volume given by our spatial resolution
of ~3 mm and by the radial size of the cloud. This
implies that the maximum volume of the spin do-
mains is ~5 mm3, containing ~50 spin-polarized
atoms. We suspect that the short lifetime prevented
the domains from growing to a larger size and
eventually adopting the equilibrium texture of the
ground state, which has been predicted to have
the spins pointing radially outward, like a hedgehog
(20, 22). All our measurements are sensitive only
to local spin polarization and are independent of
domain structure and texture.

The only difference between our experiment
and the ideal Stoner model is a molecular ad-
mixture of 25% (Fig. 4). The molecular fraction
was constant forkoFa > 1.8 for all temperatures and
therefore cannot be responsible for the sudden
change of behavior of the gas at koFa " 2.2 at the
coldest temperature T/TF = 0.12. This prediction
was confirmed by repeating the kinetic energy
measurements with amolecular admixture of 60%.
The minimum in the kinetic energy occurred at the
same value of koFa within experimental accuracy.

For a comparison of the observed phase tran-
sition at koFa " 2.2 to the theoretical predictions, the
ideal gas koF has to be replaced by the value for the
interacting gas, which is smaller by ~15% because
of the expansion of the cloud (Fig. 4), resulting in a
critical value forkFa" 1.9 T 0.2. AtT/TF = 0.12, the
finite temperature correction in the critical value for
kFa is predicted to be less than 5% (19). The
observed value forkFa is larger than both themean-
field prediction of p/2 and the second-order pre-
diction of 1.054 at zero temperature (19). Depend-
ing on the theoretical approach, the phase transition
has been predicted to be first or second order. This
could not been discerned in our experiment because
of the inhomogeneous density of the cloud.

It has been speculated (19) that earlier experi-
ments on the measurement of the interaction ener-
gy (29) and radio frequency spectroscopy of Fermi
gases (30) showed evidence for the transition to a
ferromagnetic state at or below kFa = 1. This inter-
pretation seems to be ruled out by our experiment.

Our work demonstrates a remarkable asym-
metry between positive and negative scattering
length. Early work (15) predicted that for kF|a| =
p/2, both an attractive and a repulsive Fermi gas
become mechanically unstable (against collapse
and phase separation, respectively). In an attract-
ive Fermi gas, however, the mechanical in-
stability does not occur [due to pairing (31)], in
contrast to our observations in a repulsive Fermi
gas. This suggests that the maximum total re-
pulsive energy [in units of 3/5(2Vn)EF] is larger
than the maximum attractive energy |b| of 0.59
(32) that is realized for infinite a (23).

The interpretation of our results in terms of
a phase transition to itinerant ferromagnetism
is based on the agreement with the prediction
of simplified models [Fig. 1, (15–22)]. Future

Fig. 2. Atom loss rate as a probe
for local spin polarization, for
different temperatures. T/TF = 0.55
(triangles, dashed curve), T/TF =
0.22 (open circles, dotted curve),
and T/TF = 0.12 (solid circles, solid
black curve). The curves are guides
to the eye, based on the assump-
tion of a loss rate that saturates for
increasing a in the normal state. The
shaded area around the phase
transition at T/TF = 0.12 highlights
the same region as in Figs. 3 and 4.

Fig. 3. Kinetic energy of
a repulsively interacting
Fermi gas determined for
different interaction pa-
rameters koFa and tem-
peratures. The measured
kinetic energy is normal-
ized by the Fermi energy
EoF of the noninteracting
Fermi gas at T = 0, cal-
culated at the trap center
with the same number of
atoms per spin state. Each
data point represents the
average of three or four
measurements.
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above, there is no longer a phase transition. In a
mean-field approximation, a ferromagnetic phase
would appear at all temperatures but for increasing
values of koFa. Our observations may imply that
the interaction energy saturates around koFa ! 5.

The spin-polarized ferromagnetic state should
not suffer from inelastic collisions. However,
typical lifetimes were 10 to 20 ms, which were
probably related to a small domain size and three-
body recombination at domain walls.

We were unsuccessful in imaging ferromag-
netic domains using differential in situ phase-
contrast imaging (28). A signal-to-noise level of
~ 10 suggests that there were at least 100 do-
mains in a volume given by our spatial resolution
of ~3 mm and by the radial size of the cloud. This
implies that the maximum volume of the spin do-
mains is ~5 mm3, containing ~50 spin-polarized
atoms. We suspect that the short lifetime prevented
the domains from growing to a larger size and
eventually adopting the equilibrium texture of the
ground state, which has been predicted to have
the spins pointing radially outward, like a hedgehog
(20, 22). All our measurements are sensitive only
to local spin polarization and are independent of
domain structure and texture.

The only difference between our experiment
and the ideal Stoner model is a molecular ad-
mixture of 25% (Fig. 4). The molecular fraction
was constant forkoFa > 1.8 for all temperatures and
therefore cannot be responsible for the sudden
change of behavior of the gas at koFa " 2.2 at the
coldest temperature T/TF = 0.12. This prediction
was confirmed by repeating the kinetic energy
measurements with amolecular admixture of 60%.
The minimum in the kinetic energy occurred at the
same value of koFa within experimental accuracy.

For a comparison of the observed phase tran-
sition at koFa " 2.2 to the theoretical predictions, the
ideal gas koF has to be replaced by the value for the
interacting gas, which is smaller by ~15% because
of the expansion of the cloud (Fig. 4), resulting in a
critical value forkFa" 1.9 T 0.2. AtT/TF = 0.12, the
finite temperature correction in the critical value for
kFa is predicted to be less than 5% (19). The
observed value forkFa is larger than both themean-
field prediction of p/2 and the second-order pre-
diction of 1.054 at zero temperature (19). Depend-
ing on the theoretical approach, the phase transition
has been predicted to be first or second order. This
could not been discerned in our experiment because
of the inhomogeneous density of the cloud.

It has been speculated (19) that earlier experi-
ments on the measurement of the interaction ener-
gy (29) and radio frequency spectroscopy of Fermi
gases (30) showed evidence for the transition to a
ferromagnetic state at or below kFa = 1. This inter-
pretation seems to be ruled out by our experiment.

Our work demonstrates a remarkable asym-
metry between positive and negative scattering
length. Early work (15) predicted that for kF|a| =
p/2, both an attractive and a repulsive Fermi gas
become mechanically unstable (against collapse
and phase separation, respectively). In an attract-
ive Fermi gas, however, the mechanical in-
stability does not occur [due to pairing (31)], in
contrast to our observations in a repulsive Fermi
gas. This suggests that the maximum total re-
pulsive energy [in units of 3/5(2Vn)EF] is larger
than the maximum attractive energy |b| of 0.59
(32) that is realized for infinite a (23).

The interpretation of our results in terms of
a phase transition to itinerant ferromagnetism
is based on the agreement with the prediction
of simplified models [Fig. 1, (15–22)]. Future

Fig. 2. Atom loss rate as a probe
for local spin polarization, for
different temperatures. T/TF = 0.55
(triangles, dashed curve), T/TF =
0.22 (open circles, dotted curve),
and T/TF = 0.12 (solid circles, solid
black curve). The curves are guides
to the eye, based on the assump-
tion of a loss rate that saturates for
increasing a in the normal state. The
shaded area around the phase
transition at T/TF = 0.12 highlights
the same region as in Figs. 3 and 4.

Fig. 3. Kinetic energy of
a repulsively interacting
Fermi gas determined for
different interaction pa-
rameters koFa and tem-
peratures. The measured
kinetic energy is normal-
ized by the Fermi energy
EoF of the noninteracting
Fermi gas at T = 0, cal-
culated at the trap center
with the same number of
atoms per spin state. Each
data point represents the
average of three or four
measurements.
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above, there is no longer a phase transition. In a
mean-field approximation, a ferromagnetic phase
would appear at all temperatures but for increasing
values of koFa. Our observations may imply that
the interaction energy saturates around koFa ! 5.

The spin-polarized ferromagnetic state should
not suffer from inelastic collisions. However,
typical lifetimes were 10 to 20 ms, which were
probably related to a small domain size and three-
body recombination at domain walls.

We were unsuccessful in imaging ferromag-
netic domains using differential in situ phase-
contrast imaging (28). A signal-to-noise level of
~ 10 suggests that there were at least 100 do-
mains in a volume given by our spatial resolution
of ~3 mm and by the radial size of the cloud. This
implies that the maximum volume of the spin do-
mains is ~5 mm3, containing ~50 spin-polarized
atoms. We suspect that the short lifetime prevented
the domains from growing to a larger size and
eventually adopting the equilibrium texture of the
ground state, which has been predicted to have
the spins pointing radially outward, like a hedgehog
(20, 22). All our measurements are sensitive only
to local spin polarization and are independent of
domain structure and texture.

The only difference between our experiment
and the ideal Stoner model is a molecular ad-
mixture of 25% (Fig. 4). The molecular fraction
was constant forkoFa > 1.8 for all temperatures and
therefore cannot be responsible for the sudden
change of behavior of the gas at koFa " 2.2 at the
coldest temperature T/TF = 0.12. This prediction
was confirmed by repeating the kinetic energy
measurements with amolecular admixture of 60%.
The minimum in the kinetic energy occurred at the
same value of koFa within experimental accuracy.

For a comparison of the observed phase tran-
sition at koFa " 2.2 to the theoretical predictions, the
ideal gas koF has to be replaced by the value for the
interacting gas, which is smaller by ~15% because
of the expansion of the cloud (Fig. 4), resulting in a
critical value forkFa" 1.9 T 0.2. AtT/TF = 0.12, the
finite temperature correction in the critical value for
kFa is predicted to be less than 5% (19). The
observed value forkFa is larger than both themean-
field prediction of p/2 and the second-order pre-
diction of 1.054 at zero temperature (19). Depend-
ing on the theoretical approach, the phase transition
has been predicted to be first or second order. This
could not been discerned in our experiment because
of the inhomogeneous density of the cloud.

It has been speculated (19) that earlier experi-
ments on the measurement of the interaction ener-
gy (29) and radio frequency spectroscopy of Fermi
gases (30) showed evidence for the transition to a
ferromagnetic state at or below kFa = 1. This inter-
pretation seems to be ruled out by our experiment.

Our work demonstrates a remarkable asym-
metry between positive and negative scattering
length. Early work (15) predicted that for kF|a| =
p/2, both an attractive and a repulsive Fermi gas
become mechanically unstable (against collapse
and phase separation, respectively). In an attract-
ive Fermi gas, however, the mechanical in-
stability does not occur [due to pairing (31)], in
contrast to our observations in a repulsive Fermi
gas. This suggests that the maximum total re-
pulsive energy [in units of 3/5(2Vn)EF] is larger
than the maximum attractive energy |b| of 0.59
(32) that is realized for infinite a (23).

The interpretation of our results in terms of
a phase transition to itinerant ferromagnetism
is based on the agreement with the prediction
of simplified models [Fig. 1, (15–22)]. Future

Fig. 2. Atom loss rate as a probe
for local spin polarization, for
different temperatures. T/TF = 0.55
(triangles, dashed curve), T/TF =
0.22 (open circles, dotted curve),
and T/TF = 0.12 (solid circles, solid
black curve). The curves are guides
to the eye, based on the assump-
tion of a loss rate that saturates for
increasing a in the normal state. The
shaded area around the phase
transition at T/TF = 0.12 highlights
the same region as in Figs. 3 and 4.

Fig. 3. Kinetic energy of
a repulsively interacting
Fermi gas determined for
different interaction pa-
rameters koFa and tem-
peratures. The measured
kinetic energy is normal-
ized by the Fermi energy
EoF of the noninteracting
Fermi gas at T = 0, cal-
culated at the trap center
with the same number of
atoms per spin state. Each
data point represents the
average of three or four
measurements.
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F. Atom loss rate

Atoms on the repulsive side of the Feshbach resonance
tend to be unstable to formation of molecules via three-body
collisions. Apart from kinematic and statistical constraints on
these processes, there is a simple constraint that two of these
atoms, which eventually form the molecule, must have op-
posite spins. One consequence of having a nonzero local
magnetization in the trapped gas is a suppression of the prob-
ability of finding fermions with opposite spin in the same
region of space, which leads to a strong suppression of such
three-body losses. Up to an unknown prefactor, !0, we can
estimate this three-body loss rate as

! = !0"6! d3rn!"r#n""r#$n!"r# + n""r#% , "32#

where the "6 scaling follows from a study of the three-
fermion problem $6%. Figure 2 depicts a plot of ! /!0 as a
function of the interaction strength ". For m̄=0, the very
rapid growth of ! /!0 for small interaction strength arises
from the rapid increase in the "6 coefficient, while the drop
beyond the ferromagnetic transition point arises from the for-
mation of a nonzero local magnetization in the trap that sup-
presses the product n!"r#n""r# in the integrand. These two
competing effects lead to a peak in the rate of atom loss, via
conversion to molecules, at an interaction strength that is
slightly beyond the ferromagnetic transition point. A mea-
sured peak in the atom loss rate as a function of increasing
interaction strength, as observed in Ref. $17%, would thus hint
at local ferromagnetism developing in the trap.

III. BEYOND THE LDA: MAGNETIZATION GRADIENTS

The discussion in Sec. II F has focused on the properties
of the Fermi gas within the LDA. The energy functional at
this level of approximation does not have any gradient terms.
We will not worry about the shortcomings of this approxi-
mation for the density profile—it is well known that the
LDA breaks down near the trap edges—but instead focus on
going beyond the LDA by considering magnetization gradi-
ent terms with a view to studying the energetics of spin tex-
tures. We begin by noting that although we have been assign-

ing a global spin axis to the magnetization, the LDA energy
functional would be unchanged if we, in fact, choose the
local spin quantization axis to vary from point to point; only
the magnitude of the local magnetization plays a role. In
order to go beyond the LDA and to study the energies of
various spin textures in such a Fermi gas, we therefore need
to extend the energy functional in two respects. First, we
have to promote the local magnetization to a vector quantity
so that the magnetization can point in different directions on
the Bloch sphere at different spatial locations. Second, we
have to include terms in the energy functional that depend on
the local magnetization gradients; this corresponds to adding
a surface tension term to the energy functional. The results
from such an extended energy functional should be com-
pared, in the future, with microscopic Hartree-Fock calcula-
tions.

We start with the dimensionless energy functional in Eq.
"20# and set

n!"r# =
n"r#

2
$1 + m"r#% , "33#

n""r# =
n"r#

2
$1 ! m"r#% , "34#

which define the local magnetization density m"r#. As dis-
cussed, the spin quantization axis can be chosen to be differ-
ent at each space point within the LDA. Let us next expand
the energy functional in powers of m"r#; we will keep terms
up to m6"r# although terminating the expansion at m4"r#
would not qualitatively affect our results. The energy func-
tional then splits into two parts as

# = #a$n"r#% + #b$n"r#,m"r#% , "35#

where

#a$n"r#% =
16

3$2! d3r&6
5
'n"r#

2
(5/3

+
"

3$
n2"r# ! "% ! r2#n"r#) , "36#

#b$n"r#,m"r#% =
16

3$2! d3r$A2"r#m2"r# + A4"r#m4"r#

+ A6"r#m6"r# ! hn"r#m"r#% . "37#

Here #a only depends on the density profile that depends on
the interaction " and that we assume is unchanged from that
given by the LDA calculation earlier. This is a good approxi-
mation since the corrections to the LDA energy are weak for
typical atom numbers used in experiments, as we will see
below. The coefficients of the magnetization-dependent en-
ergy functional, #b, are

A2"r# = 'n5/3"r#
22/33

!
"

3$
n2"r#( , "38#

A4"r# =
n5/3"r#
22/381

, "39#
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FIG. 2. Dimensionless atom loss rate, ! /!0, as a function of
interaction strength at various average magnetizations.
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above, there is no longer a phase transition. In a
mean-field approximation, a ferromagnetic phase
would appear at all temperatures but for increasing
values of koFa. Our observations may imply that
the interaction energy saturates around koFa ! 5.

The spin-polarized ferromagnetic state should
not suffer from inelastic collisions. However,
typical lifetimes were 10 to 20 ms, which were
probably related to a small domain size and three-
body recombination at domain walls.

We were unsuccessful in imaging ferromag-
netic domains using differential in situ phase-
contrast imaging (28). A signal-to-noise level of
~ 10 suggests that there were at least 100 do-
mains in a volume given by our spatial resolution
of ~3 mm and by the radial size of the cloud. This
implies that the maximum volume of the spin do-
mains is ~5 mm3, containing ~50 spin-polarized
atoms. We suspect that the short lifetime prevented
the domains from growing to a larger size and
eventually adopting the equilibrium texture of the
ground state, which has been predicted to have
the spins pointing radially outward, like a hedgehog
(20, 22). All our measurements are sensitive only
to local spin polarization and are independent of
domain structure and texture.

The only difference between our experiment
and the ideal Stoner model is a molecular ad-
mixture of 25% (Fig. 4). The molecular fraction
was constant forkoFa > 1.8 for all temperatures and
therefore cannot be responsible for the sudden
change of behavior of the gas at koFa " 2.2 at the
coldest temperature T/TF = 0.12. This prediction
was confirmed by repeating the kinetic energy
measurements with amolecular admixture of 60%.
The minimum in the kinetic energy occurred at the
same value of koFa within experimental accuracy.

For a comparison of the observed phase tran-
sition at koFa " 2.2 to the theoretical predictions, the
ideal gas koF has to be replaced by the value for the
interacting gas, which is smaller by ~15% because
of the expansion of the cloud (Fig. 4), resulting in a
critical value forkFa" 1.9 T 0.2. AtT/TF = 0.12, the
finite temperature correction in the critical value for
kFa is predicted to be less than 5% (19). The
observed value forkFa is larger than both themean-
field prediction of p/2 and the second-order pre-
diction of 1.054 at zero temperature (19). Depend-
ing on the theoretical approach, the phase transition
has been predicted to be first or second order. This
could not been discerned in our experiment because
of the inhomogeneous density of the cloud.

It has been speculated (19) that earlier experi-
ments on the measurement of the interaction ener-
gy (29) and radio frequency spectroscopy of Fermi
gases (30) showed evidence for the transition to a
ferromagnetic state at or below kFa = 1. This inter-
pretation seems to be ruled out by our experiment.

Our work demonstrates a remarkable asym-
metry between positive and negative scattering
length. Early work (15) predicted that for kF|a| =
p/2, both an attractive and a repulsive Fermi gas
become mechanically unstable (against collapse
and phase separation, respectively). In an attract-
ive Fermi gas, however, the mechanical in-
stability does not occur [due to pairing (31)], in
contrast to our observations in a repulsive Fermi
gas. This suggests that the maximum total re-
pulsive energy [in units of 3/5(2Vn)EF] is larger
than the maximum attractive energy |b| of 0.59
(32) that is realized for infinite a (23).

The interpretation of our results in terms of
a phase transition to itinerant ferromagnetism
is based on the agreement with the prediction
of simplified models [Fig. 1, (15–22)]. Future

Fig. 2. Atom loss rate as a probe
for local spin polarization, for
different temperatures. T/TF = 0.55
(triangles, dashed curve), T/TF =
0.22 (open circles, dotted curve),
and T/TF = 0.12 (solid circles, solid
black curve). The curves are guides
to the eye, based on the assump-
tion of a loss rate that saturates for
increasing a in the normal state. The
shaded area around the phase
transition at T/TF = 0.12 highlights
the same region as in Figs. 3 and 4.

Fig. 3. Kinetic energy of
a repulsively interacting
Fermi gas determined for
different interaction pa-
rameters koFa and tem-
peratures. The measured
kinetic energy is normal-
ized by the Fermi energy
EoF of the noninteracting
Fermi gas at T = 0, cal-
culated at the trap center
with the same number of
atoms per spin state. Each
data point represents the
average of three or four
measurements.
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!int =
64
3"
! drr2" 4

3"
#n!#r$n"#r$% , #26$

!kin =
64
3"
! drr2"3

5&
$

n$
5/3#r$% . #27$

The potential energy of the cloud, due to the confining har-
monic trap, can be easily obtained from experimental mea-
surements of the cloud profile and it is given by

!pot =
64
3"
! drr2'r2(n!#r$ + n"#r$)* . #28$

From Fig. 1, we see that the release energy displays a
sharp transition point, for m̄=0, at #crit+1.84. At this inter-
action strength, we find that kFaS=" /2 at the trap center,
with kF being the Fermi wave vector at the trap center in the
interacting cloud, which corresponds to the Stoner transition
point in the uniform gas. Further, an examination of the den-
sity profile of the two spin species shows that this corre-
sponds to an onset of phase separation in the trap—for #
%#crit, atoms of one spin type tend to have a higher density
at the trap center while atoms of the other spin type are
pushed away from the center leading to a nonzero magneti-
zation density near the trap center. Exactly which atom tends
to accumulate at the center is a spontaneously broken sym-
metry at zero magnetization, and this phase separation is
simply a local manifestation of ferromagnetic ordering. This
result for the #crit at m̄=0 translates into an estimate for the
critical two-body scattering length,

aS
#crit$ + 0.6#critaHON!1/6 + aHON!1/6, #29$

beyond which one expects to see phase separation in the trap.
For & /2"+170 Hz we estimate for N=104 ,105 ,106 the re-
spective critical scattering lengths,

aS
#crit$#40K$ + 5300a0,3600a0,2500a0, #30$

aS
#crit$#6Li$ + 13800a0,9500a0,6400a0, #31$

where a0+0.529 Å is the Bohr radius.
Figure 1 also shows the kinetic energy and the interaction

energy components of the total release energy. Each of these
observables shows a large and much more dramatic signature
at the transition #for m̄=0$ than the total release energy and it
is likely to be more promising experimental signature, as
discussed in Ref. (17). In addition, the potential energy of the
confined cloud also shows a maximum at the ferromagnetic
transition point.

Strictly speaking, there is no phase transition #beyond
mean-field theory$ except in the thermodynamic limit that,
for a trapped Fermi gas, is obtained by taking N#' and
&#0 with N&3 held fixed. For nonzero magnetization,
however, there is no phase transition even at mean-field
level; nevertheless, the release energy does display a fairly
sharp crossover at #crit for m̄(0.2. The measured release
energy can only tell us about the existence of a phase
transition—for #%#crit, in situ measurements of the magne-
tization profile, which we discuss below, are needed to show
that this transition corresponds to ferromagnetism in the trap.
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FIG. 1. #a$ Dimensionless mean-field release energy, !rel, versus
interaction, #, within the LDA for indicated values of m̄= #N!
!N"$ /N. For m̄=0, there is a phase separation transition that ap-
pears as a sharp kink in the release energy at #+1.84. #b$–#d$ Same
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ligible quantitative corrections to these results.
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Conclusion 1: Purely from experimental observations, it is not clear 
whether the system has ferromagnetic transition or not. 
( Can not distinguish FM from a correlated state )



Conclusion 1: Purely from experimental observations, it is not clear 
whether the system has ferromagnetic transition or not. 
( Can not distinguish FM from a correlated state )

Can we have a theory for ferromagnetism which incorporates sufficient  
correlation effects and do better than Stoner’s mean-field theory ?
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==> A fully polarized state is unstable
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Shastry, Krishnamurthy 
and Anderson, 41, 2375  (1990)

This variational wave function contains sufficient 
short-range correlations !!
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standard techniques, the atomic system can be prepared in
a pseudospin coherent (ferromagnetic) state, in which all
atoms share the same spinor:

j!FM!t"i #
1!!!
2

p
Y

jkj<21=3kF

!cyk;" $ ei!’%"Et=@"cyk;#"jvaci: (1)

(cyk;! creates an atom with momentum k and hyperfine spin
!.) In Eq. (1), ’ specifies the orientation of the magnetic
order parameter in the x% y plane and "E is the Zeeman
energy difference between the hyperfine states. (Since the
number of atoms in each is conserved, we can transform to
a rotating wave picture and let "E! 0.) Overall spin
polarizations in the ẑ direction are not accessible. This
fully spin coherent state always has a lower energy than
the phase-separated state discussed in Refs. [16–18] since,
in the magnetic language, the latter has a domain wall
which costs finite energy. Ferromagnetism in these systems
will be manifested by persistent coherence between hyper-
fine states.

In this Letter, we argue that ferromagnetism occurs on
the repulsive interaction side of a Feshbach resonance. Our
principle results are summarized in Figs. 1 and 3. We find
that (i) Hartree-Fock theory underestimates the tendency
towards ferromagnetism [42], (ii) the transition between
ferromagnetic and paramagnetic states is first-order at low
temperatures, and (iii) the coherence decay rate decreases
rapidly as the thermodynamic stability region of the ferro-
magnetic state is approached from the repulsive side of the
resonance.

Second-order perturbation theory.—It is convenient to
view the gas as a mixture of two independent noninteract-
ing gases of spinless fermions. The grand-canonical
Hamiltonian of the system is then

H #
Z
dx

X

!#f$;%g
 y
!!x"

"
% @2r2

2m
%"!

#
 !!x"

$ g
Z
dx y

$!x" y
%!x" %!x" $!x"; (2)

with g # 4#a@2=m. The chemical potentials are deter-
mined by n! # @p0!=@"!, where n! is the density of
atoms in hyperfine state j!i, and the pressure of the non-
interacting gas is given by

p0! # kBT
V

X

k
ln&1$ e%$!%k%"!"'; (3)

with kBT the thermal energy, V the volume, and %k #
@2k2=2m the single-particle dispersion. The entropy den-
sity is determined by s # @!p0$ $ p0%"=@T, and the total
free energy density is given by f!n$; n%" # e% Ts, with
the total energy density expressed as the sum of three
contributions, e # e!0" $ e!1" $ e!2". The first two contri-
butions correspond to Hartree-Fock theory and are given
by

e!0" $ e!1" # 1

V

X

k

$ X

!#f$;%g
Nk;!%k

%
$ gn$n%; (4)

where Nk;! is a Fermi occupation factor. The contribution
to the energy density that is second-order in interactions is
given by [13]

e!2" # % 2g2

V3

X0Nk1;$Nk2;%!Nk3;$ $ Nk4;%"
%k1

$ %k2
% %k3

% %k4

; (5)

where the prime indicates that the sum is over wave vectors
such that k1 $ k2 # k3 $ k4. The above second-order
correction takes into account the so-called unitarity limit,
i.e., the energy dependence of the vacuum scattering am-
plitude to all orders in ka, to second order [43]. Note also
that, because of the use of the renormalized interaction
strength g, this second-order term is not negative definite
as in the case of the electron gas.

Results.—The magnetization results, summarized in
Fig. 1, were obtained by numerically minimizing the total
free energy f!n%; n$" vs & ( !n$ % n%"=!n$ $ n%" for a
series of temperatures and total densities n$ $ n% #
k3F=3#

2. At zero temperature, we find that the system
becomes partially polarized if kFa ) 1:054 and reaches
the fully polarized state at kFa # 1:112. For higher tem-
peratures, interactions have to be stronger to polarize the
system. For temperatures T < Ttc, where Ttc ’ 0:2TF, with
TF the Fermi temperature, the transition is discontinuous,
and the magnetization exhibits a jump. The jump becomes
smaller with increasing temperature, vanishing at Ttc. The
inset shows the transition temperature as a function of kFa.
A line of first-order transitions, denoted by the solid line,
joins a line of continuous transitions, denoted by the dotted
line at T # Ttc and kFa # 1:119.

The first-order behavior at low temperatures is expected
on the basis of the arguments of Belitz et al. [11]. In our
case, the gapless modes that drive the transition first order
are particle-hole excitations. The coupling of these excita-
tions to the magnetization is neglected in Hartree-Fock
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FIG. 1. Magnetization & as a function of kFa, for various
temperatures. From left to right T=TF # 0; 0:1; 0:15; 0:2; 0:25.
The dashed lines indicate magnetization jumps. The inset shows
the critical temperature as a function of the gas parameter. The
solid line indicates first-order transitions, and the dotted line
second-order transitions. The dashed line is the Hartree-Fock
theory result.
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Itinerant ferromagnetism of a repulsive atomic Fermi gas:
a quantum Monte Carlo study

S. Pilati,1 G. Bertaina,2 S. Giorgini,2 and M. Troyer1

1Theoretische Physik, ETH Zurich, CH-8093 Zurich, Switzerland
2Dipartimento di Fisica, Università di Trento and CNR-INO BEC Center, I-38050 Povo, Trento, Italy

We investigate the phase diagram of a two-component repulsive Fermi gas at T = 0 by means of
quantum Monte Carlo simulations. For a given value of the positive s-wave scattering length, both
purely repulsive and purely attractive model potentials are considered in order to analyze the limits
of the universal regime where the details of interatomic forces can be neglected. The equation of
state of both balanced and unbalanced systems is calculated as a function of the interaction strength
and the critical density for the onset of ferromagnetism is determined. The energy per particle of the
strongly polarized gas is calculated and parametrized in terms of the physical properties of repulsive
polarons, which are relevant for the stability of the fully magnetized ferromagnetic state. Finally,
we analyze the phase diagram in the polarization/interaction plane under the assumption that only
phases with homogeneous magnetization can be produced.

PACS numbers: 05.30.Fk, 03.75.Hh, 75.20.Ck

Over the past decade there has been substantial
progress in the experimental realization of quantum de-
generate atomic Fermi gases. A major part of the activ-
ity carried out so far was devoted to the investigation
of the role of attractive interactions, with special em-
phasis on the onset of pairing and superfluidity in the
vicinity of a Feshbach resonance as well as in the pres-
ence of spin imbalance [1]. More recently attention was
drawn to repulsive interactions and the onset of mag-
netic behavior. This topic is particularly important in
optical lattices because of its connection with the repul-
sive Hubbard model, a fundamental paradigm of con-
densed matter physics with still many unanswered ques-
tions [2], but also for continuous systems where a major
recent achievement has been the observation of itiner-
ant ferromagnetism induced by repulsive forces in a two-
component Fermi gas [3]. This experiment realizes the
Stoner model, a textbook Hamiltonian that aims to de-
scribe itinerant ferromagnetism in an electron gas with
screened Coulomb interaction [4].
On the theoretical side there have been a number of

papers addressing the problem of stability of a repulsive
two-component Fermi gas [5] and of phase separation in
harmonic trapped configurations within the local density
approximation [6]. These studies are based on a simple
mean-field description of interaction e!ects that is valid
to linear order in the scattering length. In homogeneous
systems at T = 0 they predict a second order phase tran-
sition to a magnetized state if the interaction strength
is larger than the critical value kF a > !/2, where a is
the s-wave scattering length and kF = (3!2n)1/3 is the
Fermi wave vector in terms of the total particle density of
the gas n = n! + n". An extension of this approach that
includes next order corrections to the interaction energy
was developed in Ref. [7] and predicts a smaller value of
the critical density (kF a > 1.054), as well as a discontin-
uous jump in the magnetization. Low-energy theories of
itinerant fermions also predict a first-order transition [8].
A recent non-perturbative quantum Monte Carlo calcu-

P

kF a
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FIG. 1: (color online). Phase diagram of the HS gas in the
interaction/polarization plane. The green region corresponds
to the homogeneous phase. The other regions correspond to
phase separated states with partially polarized domains (yel-
low) and fully ferromagnetic domains (pink). The (blue) sym-
bols correspond to the minimum of the curve E(P ) and the
solid/dashed line is the phase boundary determined from the
equilibrium condition for pressure and chemical potentials.
The blue and red arrows indicate the critical densities where
! diverges and full ferromagnetism sets in, respectively for
the HS and SW potential.

lation, instead, suggests the existence of a textured mag-
netic phase at the border of the ferromagnetic transition
and yields the value kFa ! 0.8 for the critical density [9].
On the other hand, the existence of a ferromagnetic tran-
sition has been questioned in Ref. [10] by arguing that
nonmagnetic states with strong short-ranged repulsive
correlations could be energetically favorable compared to
ferromagnetic ones.
Various important issues concerning the regime of

strong repulsion are still open. In this Letter we provide
answer to some of them, in particular: i) we calculate the
equation of state of the Fermi gas using di!erent poten-
tials to determine the regime of interaction strength kFa

S. Pilati, et al. arXiv: 1004.1169

standard techniques, the atomic system can be prepared in
a pseudospin coherent (ferromagnetic) state, in which all
atoms share the same spinor:

j!FM!t"i #
1!!!
2

p
Y

jkj<21=3kF

!cyk;" $ ei!’%"Et=@"cyk;#"jvaci: (1)

(cyk;! creates an atom with momentum k and hyperfine spin
!.) In Eq. (1), ’ specifies the orientation of the magnetic
order parameter in the x% y plane and "E is the Zeeman
energy difference between the hyperfine states. (Since the
number of atoms in each is conserved, we can transform to
a rotating wave picture and let "E! 0.) Overall spin
polarizations in the ẑ direction are not accessible. This
fully spin coherent state always has a lower energy than
the phase-separated state discussed in Refs. [16–18] since,
in the magnetic language, the latter has a domain wall
which costs finite energy. Ferromagnetism in these systems
will be manifested by persistent coherence between hyper-
fine states.

In this Letter, we argue that ferromagnetism occurs on
the repulsive interaction side of a Feshbach resonance. Our
principle results are summarized in Figs. 1 and 3. We find
that (i) Hartree-Fock theory underestimates the tendency
towards ferromagnetism [42], (ii) the transition between
ferromagnetic and paramagnetic states is first-order at low
temperatures, and (iii) the coherence decay rate decreases
rapidly as the thermodynamic stability region of the ferro-
magnetic state is approached from the repulsive side of the
resonance.

Second-order perturbation theory.—It is convenient to
view the gas as a mixture of two independent noninteract-
ing gases of spinless fermions. The grand-canonical
Hamiltonian of the system is then

H #
Z
dx

X

!#f$;%g
 y
!!x"

"
% @2r2

2m
%"!

#
 !!x"

$ g
Z
dx y

$!x" y
%!x" %!x" $!x"; (2)

with g # 4#a@2=m. The chemical potentials are deter-
mined by n! # @p0!=@"!, where n! is the density of
atoms in hyperfine state j!i, and the pressure of the non-
interacting gas is given by

p0! # kBT
V

X

k
ln&1$ e%$!%k%"!"'; (3)

with kBT the thermal energy, V the volume, and %k #
@2k2=2m the single-particle dispersion. The entropy den-
sity is determined by s # @!p0$ $ p0%"=@T, and the total
free energy density is given by f!n$; n%" # e% Ts, with
the total energy density expressed as the sum of three
contributions, e # e!0" $ e!1" $ e!2". The first two contri-
butions correspond to Hartree-Fock theory and are given
by

e!0" $ e!1" # 1

V

X

k

$ X

!#f$;%g
Nk;!%k

%
$ gn$n%; (4)

where Nk;! is a Fermi occupation factor. The contribution
to the energy density that is second-order in interactions is
given by [13]

e!2" # % 2g2

V3

X0Nk1;$Nk2;%!Nk3;$ $ Nk4;%"
%k1

$ %k2
% %k3

% %k4

; (5)

where the prime indicates that the sum is over wave vectors
such that k1 $ k2 # k3 $ k4. The above second-order
correction takes into account the so-called unitarity limit,
i.e., the energy dependence of the vacuum scattering am-
plitude to all orders in ka, to second order [43]. Note also
that, because of the use of the renormalized interaction
strength g, this second-order term is not negative definite
as in the case of the electron gas.

Results.—The magnetization results, summarized in
Fig. 1, were obtained by numerically minimizing the total
free energy f!n%; n$" vs & ( !n$ % n%"=!n$ $ n%" for a
series of temperatures and total densities n$ $ n% #
k3F=3#

2. At zero temperature, we find that the system
becomes partially polarized if kFa ) 1:054 and reaches
the fully polarized state at kFa # 1:112. For higher tem-
peratures, interactions have to be stronger to polarize the
system. For temperatures T < Ttc, where Ttc ’ 0:2TF, with
TF the Fermi temperature, the transition is discontinuous,
and the magnetization exhibits a jump. The jump becomes
smaller with increasing temperature, vanishing at Ttc. The
inset shows the transition temperature as a function of kFa.
A line of first-order transitions, denoted by the solid line,
joins a line of continuous transitions, denoted by the dotted
line at T # Ttc and kFa # 1:119.

The first-order behavior at low temperatures is expected
on the basis of the arguments of Belitz et al. [11]. In our
case, the gapless modes that drive the transition first order
are particle-hole excitations. The coupling of these excita-
tions to the magnetization is neglected in Hartree-Fock
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FIG. 1. Magnetization & as a function of kFa, for various
temperatures. From left to right T=TF # 0; 0:1; 0:15; 0:2; 0:25.
The dashed lines indicate magnetization jumps. The inset shows
the critical temperature as a function of the gas parameter. The
solid line indicates first-order transitions, and the dotted line
second-order transitions. The dashed line is the Hartree-Fock
theory result.
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Conclusion 2: For a repulsive potential, both in lattice and in 
continuum, a fully polarized FM is not stable, in sharp contrast to 
Stoner’s mean-field results. 
( Show important effect of correlation ) 

Conclusion 3: For a resonance model, in metastable scattering state, 
FM is possible, but the lower bound we obtained is larger than what 
obtained from mean-field+perturbation
(Also show substantial effect of correlation)

Xiaoling Cui and HZ, PRA  (R), 81, 041602 (2010)



II. Hofstadter-Hubbard Model 

2. Rigorous Degeneracy of Many-body Quantum States in an 
Optical Lattice with a Uniform Magnetic Field 

Jian Zhang, Chao-Ming Jian, Fei Ye and HZ
arXiv: 1004.0283

1. Pairing and Vortex Lattices for Interacting Fermions in Optical 
Lattices with a Large Magnetic Field

HZ, R. O. Umucalilar and M. O. Oktel 
Physical Review Letters, 104, 145301 (2010) 
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magnetic field

Hofstadter-Hubbard model

Hubbard model: one of the most important model in 
condensed matter physics, related to ferromagnetism, high-Tc 
superconductor et al. 
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where l,! = 0, . . . , q ! 1. The site index ! denotes
q inequivalent sites along x-direction of each magnetic
unit cell, and the index l represents the center-of-mass
momentum of the pair Q = (0, 2"lp/q), which repre-
sents the order parameter modulation along y-direction.
For instance, for p/q = 1/3, there are three di"er-
ent center-of-mass momenta, which are Ql=0 = (0, 0),
Ql=1 = (0, 2"/3) and Ql=2 = (0, 4"/3). With !l

! , the
mean-field Hamiltonian becomes
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The real space order parameter for site i = (ix, iy) is
given by

!i =
q!1"

l=0

!l
ix(mod q)e

i2#lpiy/q, (8)

therefore the unit cell in the superfluid phase is enlarged
to q " q in real space (see Fig. 2).

Solution to BCS Theory: We start with q2 random
complex numbers as initial !l

! and iteratively solve
the BCS mean-field Hamiltonian [Eq. (7)] until a self-
consistent solution is reached. We find for a convergent
solution, the q2 order parameters are not completely in-
dependent. In fact, these q2 order parameters break up
into q sets of q order parameters with the same magni-
tude. Taking p/q = 1/3 or 1/4 as examples, their rela-
tions are summarized in Table I.

!l
! ! = 0 ! = 1 ! = 2

l = 0 a b c

l = 1 bei"1 cei"1 aei"1

l = 2 cei"2 aei"2 bei"2

!l
! ! = 0 ! = 1 ! = 2 ! = 3

l = 0 a b a b

l = 1 c d c d

l = 2 bei"1 aei"1 bei"1 aei"1

l = 3 dei"2 cei"2 dei"2 cei"2

TABLE I: Pairing order parameters for p/q = 1/3 (left) and
p/q = 1/4(right). a, b, c, and d denotes some complex num-
bers depending on details, like the fermion density and U/t.

These structures can be understood from the symme-
try properties discussed above. The system is invariant
under translation by one lattice site along x-direction and

!"#$%%&'()*'+ !,#$%%&'()*'-

FIG. 2: (Color online) Structure of the vortex lattice found
from self-consistently solving the BCS mean-field Hamilto-
nian, where nB = 1/3 for (a) and nB = 1/4 for (b). This is a
contour plot of pairing order parameter !(r). The grey area
means low superfluid density and locates the center of vor-
tex cores. The intersection of vertical and horizontal straight
lines indicates lattice sites. In both plots we use U = !5.5t
and n! = n" = 1/3 for (a) and n! = n" = 1/2 for (b).

a simultaneous translation of ky by 2"p/q. Under this
operation, !l

! % !l!

!! , where !% = ! + 1 (mod q) and
l% = l+2 (mod q), thus these two order parameters must
be equal up to a relative phase. To verify these relations,
we show in Fig. 3(a) that our numerical solutions satisfy
Ill! = |$!l!#!l†|/(|$!l||$!l! |) = 1 for l% = l + 2(mod q),
where # is a q " q matrix with #ij = %i+1(mod q),j . This
symmetry imposed relation works for any p/q, which im-
plies that if !0 is non-zero, all !2n(mod q) are non-zero,
i.e., zero and finite-momentum component must co-exist.

The self-consistent solution also determines the relative
phases. For p/q = 1/3, we find six degenerate solutions
with (&1, &2) = (±2"/3,±2"/3), (0,±2"/3), (±2"/3, 0);
for p/q = 1/4, we find &1,2 = ±"/2 and either a, b &= 0,
c = d = 0 or c, d &= 0, a = b = 0, therefore there are
totally four degenerate solutions. One can see from Fig.
2 that this degeneracy can also be inferred naturally from
the geometry of the vortex configuration.

The most favorable relative phases can also be un-
derstood by a simple Ginzburg-Landau (GL) argument.
This GL theory should work well particularly nearby the
phase transition point discussed below, where the order
parameter is small. For those order parameters that defi-
nitely co-exist, we first write down the most general cou-
pling form between them by momentum conservation,
and then determine the most favorable relative phases
by minimizing energy. For instance, for p/q = 1/3, !0,
!1 and !2 all co-exist, and then one can write

EGL ' !0$!0$!1!2 + !1$!1$!0!2 + !2$!2$!0!1 + c.c,

thus the energy depends on the phases as cos(2&1!&2)+
cos(2&2!&1)+cos(&1 +&2), and one can easily show that
the angles listed above are its minima. For p/q = 1/4,
!0 and !2 definitely co-exist, thus one shall write down

E ' !0$!0$!2!2 + c.c,
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!#x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!#x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
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(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.
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one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
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polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
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ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.
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spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
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where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
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tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
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optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
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V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
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by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
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and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
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of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.
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pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].
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physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
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however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.
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tice potential and both components couple to the same
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e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
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by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
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the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
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non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
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of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
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lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
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fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.
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where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!#x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x
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+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle

=> each unit cell contains q-sites
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle

magnetic translation operator
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!#x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle

=> each unit cell contains q-sites
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!#x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
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2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
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pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as
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spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
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by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
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teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
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pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
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many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as
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where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x
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+
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(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
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V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle

l=1,...,q-1, is a degenerate eigenstate as
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle

magnetic translation operator
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!#x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle

=> each unit cell contains q-sites
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle

l=1,...,q-1, is a degenerate eigenstate as
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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Quantum gases in optical lattices and quantum gases
in synthetic magnetic field are two extensively studied re-
search directions in cold atom physics nowadays [1, 2]. In
optical lattices, kinetic energy can be greatly suppressed
by increasing the lattice depth, and in strong synthetic
magnetic field, kinetic energy can also be quenched when
it enters the Landau-level regime. Previously a uniform
magnetic field has been generated by rotation, with which
the lowest Landau level regime has been reached for Bose
gases [3]. Recently there are also various proposals [4, 5]
and primary experiment [6] to generate both abelian and
non-abelian gauge potential by engineering atom-light in-
teractions, and the generated synthetic magnetic field can
be much stronger and more stable. With great reduction
of kinetic energy these systems will become strongly in-
teracting ones.

Studying degenerate quantum gases with both optical
lattice and gauge field is an emerging research forefront in
cold atom physics, where more interesting physics are ex-
pected. The non-interacting physics is already very rich.
The single particle spectrum of this system will split into
many magnetic sub-bands known as Hofstadter butter-
fly [7]. It was pointed out that a fully filled magnetic
band (Hofstadter insulator) has two topological indices,
one is known as first Chern number corresponding to Hall
conductance [8], and the other is related to the electron
polarizability [9]. Recently we propose to measure the
quantized Hall conductance of a Hofstadter insulator di-
rectly from the density profile of fermions in a trap mak-
ing use of Středa formula [10, 11].

Here we shall stress two new features of studying these
physics with cold atoms. First, we are mostly interested
in the strong magnetic field regime where the magnetic
flux per plaquette is a sizable fraction of a flux quanta,
however, in solid state system it requires a magnetic field
(of thousands Tesla) not attainable in any laboratory,
while it is realizable for the synthetic magnetic field to
cold atoms [10]. Secondly, since the synthetic magnetic
field can only acts on orbital degree of freedom and has
no Zeeman e!ect, many spin-related many-body e!ects,
such as singlet pairing and magnetic order, are still rele-
vant in this system despite of large magnetic field.

Comparing to widely studied non-interacting physics,
the interacting phenomena in this system are relatively
less explored. Some authors have studied the repulsively
interacting boson Hubbard model in a magnetic field [12–

18]. They discussed the pinning of vortices [13, 14], the
structure of a vortex lattice [14–17], superfluid-Mott in-
sulator phase transition [15, 18] and possible bosonic frac-
tional quantum Hall states [18]. In contrast, so far lit-
tle attention has been paid to two-component (spin-1/2)
fermions in the Hofstadter model with short-range in-
teractions (we will refer it to Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH)
model hereafter). This letter is devoted to study the
properties of singlet superfluidity in a U < 0 HH model
and the magnetic properties in a U > 0 HH model where
U denotes the on-site interaction. We shall point out
novel aspects in many-body physics due to unusual prop-
erties of single-particle spectrum in the Hofstader model.

Hofstadter-Hubbard Model. We consider a two-
component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice potential and both components couple to the same
form of gauge field as !A = (0,!"x). The single particle
Hamiltonian is written as

H0 = !!2#2
x

2m
+

1
2m

(!i!#y ! "x)2 + V (x, y)

V (x, y) = v0ER(sin2 Kx + sin2 Ky) (1)

where ER = !2K2/(2m) and $ = %/K is the lattice
spacing. (We assume the third direction is under strong
confinement and will not be considered explicitly in this
work.) The magnetic field B = c!"/e! with c! and
e! being e!ective light-velocity and charge. At each
plaquette, B$2 = &0p/q, namely e!B$2/c! = 2%!p/q,
which gives a cyclotron frequency 2pER/(q%). Note that
the magnetic translation operator T (r) = exp{ir!/!},
where "x = !i!#x + "y and "y = !i!#y, though
both T ($x̂) and T ($ŷ) commute with the Hamilto-
nian, Tx($x̂)Ty($ŷ) = exp{i2%p/q}Ty($ŷ)Tx($x̂). Hence
[T (q$x̂), T ($ŷ)] = 0, thus each unit cell has to con-
tain q lattice sites along x-direction, and the Brillouin
zone is kx " [!%/($q), %/($q)) and ky " [!%/$, %/$).
'n,kx,ky is an eigenstate of H0, T (q$x̂) and T ($ŷ),
with H0'n,kx,ky = (nkxky'n,kx,ky , T (q$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
exp{iq$kx}'n,kx,ky , T ($ŷ)'n,kx,ky = exp{i$ky}'n,kx,ky ,
where n is the band index. For T (l$x̂), l =
1, . . . , q ! 1, T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky is a degenerate eigenstate
of 'n,kx,ky , and T ($ŷ)(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ) = exp{i$(ky +
2%lp/($q))}(T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky ), thus T (l$x̂)'n,kx,ky =
'n,kx,ky+2!lp/q. Hence, we come to an important prop-
erty of the Hofstadter model, that is, each single particle
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where l,! = 0, . . . , q ! 1. The site index ! denotes
q inequivalent sites along x-direction of each magnetic
unit cell, and the index l represents the center-of-mass
momentum of the pair Q = (0, 2"lp/q), which repre-
sents the order parameter modulation along y-direction.
For instance, for p/q = 1/3, there are three di"er-
ent center-of-mass momenta, which are Ql=0 = (0, 0),
Ql=1 = (0, 2"/3) and Ql=2 = (0, 4"/3). With !l
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The real space order parameter for site i = (ix, iy) is
given by

!i =
q!1"

l=0

!l
ix(mod q)e

i2#lpiy/q, (8)

therefore the unit cell in the superfluid phase is enlarged
to q " q in real space (see Fig. 2).

Solution to BCS Theory: We start with q2 random
complex numbers as initial !l

! and iteratively solve
the BCS mean-field Hamiltonian [Eq. (7)] until a self-
consistent solution is reached. We find for a convergent
solution, the q2 order parameters are not completely in-
dependent. In fact, these q2 order parameters break up
into q sets of q order parameters with the same magni-
tude. Taking p/q = 1/3 or 1/4 as examples, their rela-
tions are summarized in Table I.

!l
! ! = 0 ! = 1 ! = 2

l = 0 a b c

l = 1 bei"1 cei"1 aei"1

l = 2 cei"2 aei"2 bei"2

!l
! ! = 0 ! = 1 ! = 2 ! = 3

l = 0 a b a b

l = 1 c d c d

l = 2 bei"1 aei"1 bei"1 aei"1

l = 3 dei"2 cei"2 dei"2 cei"2

TABLE I: Pairing order parameters for p/q = 1/3 (left) and
p/q = 1/4(right). a, b, c, and d denotes some complex num-
bers depending on details, like the fermion density and U/t.

These structures can be understood from the symme-
try properties discussed above. The system is invariant
under translation by one lattice site along x-direction and
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Structure of the vortex lattice found
from self-consistently solving the BCS mean-field Hamilto-
nian, where nB = 1/3 for (a) and nB = 1/4 for (b). This is a
contour plot of pairing order parameter !(r). The grey area
means low superfluid density and locates the center of vor-
tex cores. The intersection of vertical and horizontal straight
lines indicates lattice sites. In both plots we use U = !5.5t
and n! = n" = 1/3 for (a) and n! = n" = 1/2 for (b).

a simultaneous translation of ky by 2"p/q. Under this
operation, !l

! % !l!

!! , where !% = ! + 1 (mod q) and
l% = l+2 (mod q), thus these two order parameters must
be equal up to a relative phase. To verify these relations,
we show in Fig. 3(a) that our numerical solutions satisfy
Ill! = |$!l!#!l†|/(|$!l||$!l! |) = 1 for l% = l + 2(mod q),
where # is a q " q matrix with #ij = %i+1(mod q),j . This
symmetry imposed relation works for any p/q, which im-
plies that if !0 is non-zero, all !2n(mod q) are non-zero,
i.e., zero and finite-momentum component must co-exist.

The self-consistent solution also determines the relative
phases. For p/q = 1/3, we find six degenerate solutions
with (&1, &2) = (±2"/3,±2"/3), (0,±2"/3), (±2"/3, 0);
for p/q = 1/4, we find &1,2 = ±"/2 and either a, b &= 0,
c = d = 0 or c, d &= 0, a = b = 0, therefore there are
totally four degenerate solutions. One can see from Fig.
2 that this degeneracy can also be inferred naturally from
the geometry of the vortex configuration.

The most favorable relative phases can also be un-
derstood by a simple Ginzburg-Landau (GL) argument.
This GL theory should work well particularly nearby the
phase transition point discussed below, where the order
parameter is small. For those order parameters that defi-
nitely co-exist, we first write down the most general cou-
pling form between them by momentum conservation,
and then determine the most favorable relative phases
by minimizing energy. For instance, for p/q = 1/3, !0,
!1 and !2 all co-exist, and then one can write

EGL ' !0$!0$!1!2 + !1$!1$!0!2 + !2$!2$!0!1 + c.c,

thus the energy depends on the phases as cos(2&1!&2)+
cos(2&2!&1)+cos(&1 +&2), and one can easily show that
the angles listed above are its minima. For p/q = 1/4,
!0 and !2 definitely co-exist, thus one shall write down

E ' !0$!0$!2!2 + c.c,

q in-equivalent sites in each unit cell

q different momenta of Cooper pair

q^2 order parameters
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momentum of the pair Q = (0, 2"lp/q), which repre-
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given by
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therefore the unit cell in the superfluid phase is enlarged
to q " q in real space (see Fig. 2).

Solution to BCS Theory: We start with q2 random
complex numbers as initial !l

! and iteratively solve
the BCS mean-field Hamiltonian [Eq. (7)] until a self-
consistent solution is reached. We find for a convergent
solution, the q2 order parameters are not completely in-
dependent. In fact, these q2 order parameters break up
into q sets of q order parameters with the same magni-
tude. Taking p/q = 1/3 or 1/4 as examples, their rela-
tions are summarized in Table I.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Structure of the vortex lattice found
from self-consistently solving the BCS mean-field Hamilto-
nian, where nB = 1/3 for (a) and nB = 1/4 for (b). This is a
contour plot of pairing order parameter !(r). The grey area
means low superfluid density and locates the center of vor-
tex cores. The intersection of vertical and horizontal straight
lines indicates lattice sites. In both plots we use U = !5.5t
and n! = n" = 1/3 for (a) and n! = n" = 1/2 for (b).

a simultaneous translation of ky by 2"p/q. Under this
operation, !l

! % !l!

!! , where !% = ! + 1 (mod q) and
l% = l+2 (mod q), thus these two order parameters must
be equal up to a relative phase. To verify these relations,
we show in Fig. 3(a) that our numerical solutions satisfy
Ill! = |$!l!#!l†|/(|$!l||$!l! |) = 1 for l% = l + 2(mod q),
where # is a q " q matrix with #ij = %i+1(mod q),j . This
symmetry imposed relation works for any p/q, which im-
plies that if !0 is non-zero, all !2n(mod q) are non-zero,
i.e., zero and finite-momentum component must co-exist.

The self-consistent solution also determines the relative
phases. For p/q = 1/3, we find six degenerate solutions
with (&1, &2) = (±2"/3,±2"/3), (0,±2"/3), (±2"/3, 0);
for p/q = 1/4, we find &1,2 = ±"/2 and either a, b &= 0,
c = d = 0 or c, d &= 0, a = b = 0, therefore there are
totally four degenerate solutions. One can see from Fig.
2 that this degeneracy can also be inferred naturally from
the geometry of the vortex configuration.

The most favorable relative phases can also be un-
derstood by a simple Ginzburg-Landau (GL) argument.
This GL theory should work well particularly nearby the
phase transition point discussed below, where the order
parameter is small. For those order parameters that defi-
nitely co-exist, we first write down the most general cou-
pling form between them by momentum conservation,
and then determine the most favorable relative phases
by minimizing energy. For instance, for p/q = 1/3, !0,
!1 and !2 all co-exist, and then one can write

EGL ' !0$!0$!1!2 + !1$!1$!0!2 + !2$!2$!0!1 + c.c,

thus the energy depends on the phases as cos(2&1!&2)+
cos(2&2!&1)+cos(&1 +&2), and one can easily show that
the angles listed above are its minima. For p/q = 1/4,
!0 and !2 definitely co-exist, thus one shall write down
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where l,! = 0, . . . , q ! 1. The site index ! denotes
q inequivalent sites along x-direction of each magnetic
unit cell, and the index l represents the center-of-mass
momentum of the pair Q = (0, 2"lp/q), which repre-
sents the order parameter modulation along y-direction.
For instance, for p/q = 1/3, there are three di"er-
ent center-of-mass momenta, which are Ql=0 = (0, 0),
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The real space order parameter for site i = (ix, iy) is
given by

!i =
q!1"

l=0

!l
ix(mod q)e

i2#lpiy/q, (8)

therefore the unit cell in the superfluid phase is enlarged
to q " q in real space (see Fig. 2).

Solution to BCS Theory: We start with q2 random
complex numbers as initial !l

! and iteratively solve
the BCS mean-field Hamiltonian [Eq. (7)] until a self-
consistent solution is reached. We find for a convergent
solution, the q2 order parameters are not completely in-
dependent. In fact, these q2 order parameters break up
into q sets of q order parameters with the same magni-
tude. Taking p/q = 1/3 or 1/4 as examples, their rela-
tions are summarized in Table I.

!l
! ! = 0 ! = 1 ! = 2

l = 0 a b c

l = 1 bei"1 cei"1 aei"1

l = 2 cei"2 aei"2 bei"2

!l
! ! = 0 ! = 1 ! = 2 ! = 3

l = 0 a b a b

l = 1 c d c d

l = 2 bei"1 aei"1 bei"1 aei"1

l = 3 dei"2 cei"2 dei"2 cei"2

TABLE I: Pairing order parameters for p/q = 1/3 (left) and
p/q = 1/4(right). a, b, c, and d denotes some complex num-
bers depending on details, like the fermion density and U/t.

These structures can be understood from the symme-
try properties discussed above. The system is invariant
under translation by one lattice site along x-direction and
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Structure of the vortex lattice found
from self-consistently solving the BCS mean-field Hamilto-
nian, where nB = 1/3 for (a) and nB = 1/4 for (b). This is a
contour plot of pairing order parameter !(r). The grey area
means low superfluid density and locates the center of vor-
tex cores. The intersection of vertical and horizontal straight
lines indicates lattice sites. In both plots we use U = !5.5t
and n! = n" = 1/3 for (a) and n! = n" = 1/2 for (b).

a simultaneous translation of ky by 2"p/q. Under this
operation, !l

! % !l!

!! , where !% = ! + 1 (mod q) and
l% = l+2 (mod q), thus these two order parameters must
be equal up to a relative phase. To verify these relations,
we show in Fig. 3(a) that our numerical solutions satisfy
Ill! = |$!l!#!l†|/(|$!l||$!l! |) = 1 for l% = l + 2(mod q),
where # is a q " q matrix with #ij = %i+1(mod q),j . This
symmetry imposed relation works for any p/q, which im-
plies that if !0 is non-zero, all !2n(mod q) are non-zero,
i.e., zero and finite-momentum component must co-exist.

The self-consistent solution also determines the relative
phases. For p/q = 1/3, we find six degenerate solutions
with (&1, &2) = (±2"/3,±2"/3), (0,±2"/3), (±2"/3, 0);
for p/q = 1/4, we find &1,2 = ±"/2 and either a, b &= 0,
c = d = 0 or c, d &= 0, a = b = 0, therefore there are
totally four degenerate solutions. One can see from Fig.
2 that this degeneracy can also be inferred naturally from
the geometry of the vortex configuration.

The most favorable relative phases can also be un-
derstood by a simple Ginzburg-Landau (GL) argument.
This GL theory should work well particularly nearby the
phase transition point discussed below, where the order
parameter is small. For those order parameters that defi-
nitely co-exist, we first write down the most general cou-
pling form between them by momentum conservation,
and then determine the most favorable relative phases
by minimizing energy. For instance, for p/q = 1/3, !0,
!1 and !2 all co-exist, and then one can write

EGL ' !0$!0$!1!2 + !1$!1$!0!2 + !2$!2$!0!1 + c.c,

thus the energy depends on the phases as cos(2&1!&2)+
cos(2&2!&1)+cos(&1 +&2), and one can easily show that
the angles listed above are its minima. For p/q = 1/4,
!0 and !2 definitely co-exist, thus one shall write down

E ' !0$!0$!2!2 + c.c,

A manifestation of magnetic translation symmetry !!
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unit cell, and the index l represents the center-of-mass
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given by
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therefore the unit cell in the superfluid phase is enlarged
to q " q in real space (see Fig. 2).

Solution to BCS Theory: We start with q2 random
complex numbers as initial !l

! and iteratively solve
the BCS mean-field Hamiltonian [Eq. (7)] until a self-
consistent solution is reached. We find for a convergent
solution, the q2 order parameters are not completely in-
dependent. In fact, these q2 order parameters break up
into q sets of q order parameters with the same magni-
tude. Taking p/q = 1/3 or 1/4 as examples, their rela-
tions are summarized in Table I.
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These structures can be understood from the symme-
try properties discussed above. The system is invariant
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Structure of the vortex lattice found
from self-consistently solving the BCS mean-field Hamilto-
nian, where nB = 1/3 for (a) and nB = 1/4 for (b). This is a
contour plot of pairing order parameter !(r). The grey area
means low superfluid density and locates the center of vor-
tex cores. The intersection of vertical and horizontal straight
lines indicates lattice sites. In both plots we use U = !5.5t
and n! = n" = 1/3 for (a) and n! = n" = 1/2 for (b).

a simultaneous translation of ky by 2"p/q. Under this
operation, !l
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!! , where !% = ! + 1 (mod q) and
l% = l+2 (mod q), thus these two order parameters must
be equal up to a relative phase. To verify these relations,
we show in Fig. 3(a) that our numerical solutions satisfy
Ill! = |$!l!#!l†|/(|$!l||$!l! |) = 1 for l% = l + 2(mod q),
where # is a q " q matrix with #ij = %i+1(mod q),j . This
symmetry imposed relation works for any p/q, which im-
plies that if !0 is non-zero, all !2n(mod q) are non-zero,
i.e., zero and finite-momentum component must co-exist.

The self-consistent solution also determines the relative
phases. For p/q = 1/3, we find six degenerate solutions
with (&1, &2) = (±2"/3,±2"/3), (0,±2"/3), (±2"/3, 0);
for p/q = 1/4, we find &1,2 = ±"/2 and either a, b &= 0,
c = d = 0 or c, d &= 0, a = b = 0, therefore there are
totally four degenerate solutions. One can see from Fig.
2 that this degeneracy can also be inferred naturally from
the geometry of the vortex configuration.

The most favorable relative phases can also be un-
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This GL theory should work well particularly nearby the
phase transition point discussed below, where the order
parameter is small. For those order parameters that defi-
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and then determine the most favorable relative phases
by minimizing energy. For instance, for p/q = 1/3, !0,
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Solution to BCS Theory: We start with q2 random
complex numbers as initial !l
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the BCS mean-field Hamiltonian [Eq. (7)] until a self-
consistent solution is reached. We find for a convergent
solution, the q2 order parameters are not completely in-
dependent. In fact, these q2 order parameters break up
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Structure of the vortex lattice found
from self-consistently solving the BCS mean-field Hamilto-
nian, where nB = 1/3 for (a) and nB = 1/4 for (b). This is a
contour plot of pairing order parameter !(r). The grey area
means low superfluid density and locates the center of vor-
tex cores. The intersection of vertical and horizontal straight
lines indicates lattice sites. In both plots we use U = !5.5t
and n! = n" = 1/3 for (a) and n! = n" = 1/2 for (b).

a simultaneous translation of ky by 2"p/q. Under this
operation, !l

! % !l!

!! , where !% = ! + 1 (mod q) and
l% = l+2 (mod q), thus these two order parameters must
be equal up to a relative phase. To verify these relations,
we show in Fig. 3(a) that our numerical solutions satisfy
Ill! = |$!l!#!l†|/(|$!l||$!l! |) = 1 for l% = l + 2(mod q),
where # is a q " q matrix with #ij = %i+1(mod q),j . This
symmetry imposed relation works for any p/q, which im-
plies that if !0 is non-zero, all !2n(mod q) are non-zero,
i.e., zero and finite-momentum component must co-exist.

The self-consistent solution also determines the relative
phases. For p/q = 1/3, we find six degenerate solutions
with (&1, &2) = (±2"/3,±2"/3), (0,±2"/3), (±2"/3, 0);
for p/q = 1/4, we find &1,2 = ±"/2 and either a, b &= 0,
c = d = 0 or c, d &= 0, a = b = 0, therefore there are
totally four degenerate solutions. One can see from Fig.
2 that this degeneracy can also be inferred naturally from
the geometry of the vortex configuration.

The most favorable relative phases can also be un-
derstood by a simple Ginzburg-Landau (GL) argument.
This GL theory should work well particularly nearby the
phase transition point discussed below, where the order
parameter is small. For those order parameters that defi-
nitely co-exist, we first write down the most general cou-
pling form between them by momentum conservation,
and then determine the most favorable relative phases
by minimizing energy. For instance, for p/q = 1/3, !0,
!1 and !2 all co-exist, and then one can write

EGL ' !0$!0$!1!2 + !1$!1$!0!2 + !2$!2$!0!1 + c.c,

thus the energy depends on the phases as cos(2&1!&2)+
cos(2&2!&1)+cos(&1 +&2), and one can easily show that
the angles listed above are its minima. For p/q = 1/4,
!0 and !2 definitely co-exist, thus one shall write down

E ' !0$!0$!2!2 + c.c,
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!l
! ! = 0 ! = 1 ! = 2

l = 0 a b c

l = 1 bei"1 cei"1 aei"1

l = 2 cei"2 aei"2 bei"2

!l
! ! = 0 ! = 1 ! = 2 ! = 3

l = 0 a b a b

l = 1 c d c d

l = 2 bei"1 aei"1 bei"1 aei"1

l = 3 dei"2 cei"2 dei"2 cei"2

TABLE I: Pairing order parameters for p/q = 1/3 (left) and
p/q = 1/4(right). a, b, c, and d denotes some complex num-
bers depending on details, like the fermion density and U/t.
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contour plot of pairing order parameter !(r). The grey area
means low superfluid density and locates the center of vor-
tex cores. The intersection of vertical and horizontal straight
lines indicates lattice sites. In both plots we use U = !5.5t
and n! = n" = 1/3 for (a) and n! = n" = 1/2 for (b).
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We prove a rigorous theorem that shows the degeneracy of many-body states depends on total
particle number and flux filling ratio, for particles in a periodic lattice and under a uniform magnetic
field. Non-interacting fermions and weakly interacting bosons are given as two examples. For the
later case, this phenomena can also be physically understood in terms of destructive quantum
interferences of multiple symmetry related tunneling paths between classical energy minima, which
is reminiscent of the spin-parity e!ect discovered in magnetic molecular cluster. We also show that
the quantum ground state of a mesoscopic number of bosons in this system is not a simple mean-field
state but a fragmented state even for very weak interactions.

Recently, cold atoms in optical lattices and subjected
to a large e!ective magnetic field has becoming a new
focused research topic in cold atom physics. Interacting
bosons in rotating optical lattices have been investigated
experimentally [1], where rotation plays a similar role as
magnetic field to charged particles. A synthetic mag-
netic field to neutral atoms has also been successfully
realized through engineering atom-light interaction, and
this technique can be applied to optical lattices system
straightforwardly [2]. These experimental progresses and
rich physics in this system have generated lots of theo-
retical interests recently [3–6]. Most of them are mean-
field studies or classical Monte Carlo simulations of mean-
field states [3–5], and some focus on strongly correlated
quantum-Hall state in strong interaction limit [6]. In this
letter, (i) we shall first prove a general theorem on the de-
generacy of many-body states in this system, and (ii) we
shall present non-interacting fermions and weakly inter-
acting bosons as two concrete examples to the theorem.
In addition, (iii) we will show that for finite number of
bosons in this system, it exhibits intriguing non-mean-
field ground state even in the regime of very weak inter-
actions.

We consider a two-dimensional optical lattices and a
uniform e!ective magnetic field B along ẑ direction (cre-
ated by rotation or atom-light interaction). In this work,
we focus on understanding the properties of a uniform
system, and did not include the harmonic trap. Using
Landau gauge, the single particle Hamiltonian is given
by

Ĥ0 = ! !2

2m
!2

x +
1

2m
(!i!!y ! eBx)2 + VOL(x, y) (1)

R1 and R2 are two basis vectors of optical lattice poten-
tial VOL(x, y). The Hamiltonian for a many-body system
reads

Ĥ =
N!

i=1

Ĥ0(ri) +
!

i<j

V (ri ! rj) (2)

Let N denote total number of particles, and " = #/#0

denote the flux filling ratio, where # = B(R1"R2) · ẑ is
the e!ective magnetic flux per plaquette and #0 = h/e is
the flux quanta.

A Rigorous Theorem on Degeneracy. For " =
p/q where p and q are coprime numbers, and q is a prime
number, when N/q is not an integer, all many-body eigen-
states are at least q-fold degenerate.

To prove this theorem, we first introduce the mag-
netic translation operator for particle j as T̂j(r) =
exp{ir!j/!}, where "jx = !i!!xj ! eByj and "jy =
!i!!yj . One can show that both T̂j(R1) and T̂j(R2)
commute with Ĥ0(rj), but

T̂j(R1)T̂j(R2) = ei2!p/qT̂j(R2)T̂j(R1). (3)

Consider magnetic translation of one basis vector for all
N particles together as

T̂X =
"

j

T̂j(R1), T̂Y =
"

j

T̂j(R2). (4)

both T̂X and T̂Y commute with
#

i<j V (ri ! rj) since all
particles are translated together, therefore we have

[T̂X , Ĥ] = [T̂Y , Ĥ] = 0. (5)

However,

T̂X T̂Y = ei2!pN/qT̂Y T̂X . (6)

Thus, we choose common eigenstate of Ĥ and T̂Y as #0

with T̂Y #0 = $#0 and Ĥ#0 = %#0. Defining #l =
(T̂X)l#0, (l = 1, . . . , q ! 1), then

T̂Y #l = e!2!iplN/q$#l, (7)
Ĥ#l = %#l (8)

If p and q are coprime numbers, and q is a prime number,
when N/q is not an integer, pNl with l = 0, 1, . . . , q !

Example 2: A rigorous theorem on degeneracy of many-body state

Jian Zhang, Chao-Ming Jian, Fei Ye and HZ, arXiv: 1004.0283

 N=3n, non-degenerate; N=3n+1,3n+2, 3-fold degenerate

! =

Ba2
0

"0

= p/q p/q=1/3Example:

valid for:
Arbitrary lattice; arbitrary interactions; bosons or fermions
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An explicitly example demonstrating the theorem

Degenerate single 
particle minimum
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Which state boson will condensed into ? 
or whether it will condense at all



effective model for weak interactions
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The quantum ground state is Fragmented , not a single BEC
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A generalization of spin parity effect 
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Spin parity effect: 
Interference of two time-reversal symmetry related tunneling path

ZJYZ effect: 
Interference of multiple magnetic translation symmetry related tunneling path



III. Bose-Einstein Condensation in a 
Non-Abelian Gauge Field 

1.  Spin-Orbit Coupled Spinor Bose-Einstein Condensates

Chunji Wang, Chao Gao, Chao-Ming Jian and HZ
arXiv: 1006.5148
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Principle for simulating gauge field to atoms

Consider a N-level system:

From Abelian to Non-abelian Gauge Field in NIST Experiment
(Dated: July 5, 2010)

GENERAL PRINCIPLE

Consider a general Hamiltonian of N -internal atomic levels

Ĥ =
p2

2m
I + W (r) (1)

and the Schrödinger equation is

Ĥ! = E! (2)

where I is identity matrix and W (r) is a N ! N matrix. The diagonal elements of W is the energy di"erence of
di"erent levels and the o"-diagonal elements are coupling between levels. Suppose W (r) can be diagonalized by U(r)
as

U†(r)W (r)U(r) =
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(
U(r)# = E# (4)

which is equivalent to

Ĥe! =
1
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)
p + i!U†(r)"U(r)

*2
+ E(r) (5)

where a gauge field appears as

#A = i!U†(r)#"U(r) (6)

NIST SETUP

In NIST experiment, they use three states of F = 1. Two Raman laser beam couple m = "1 to m = 0, and m = 0
to m = 1, and the momentum di"erent of two laser beam is k0x̂. A magnetic field is applied in y direction, with field
gradient $. Taking y axis as quantization axis for spins, W (r) is given by

W (r) =

!

#
$ + %" & + $y eik0x 0

e!ik0x 0 eik0x

0 e!ik0x "$ + % + & " $y
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& (7)

where $ is linear Zeeman energy, & is the detuning of two laser beams, % is the quadratic Zeeman energy.
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where $ is linear Zeeman energy, & is the detuning of two laser beams, % is the quadratic Zeeman energy. !k0 =
!2k2

0/(2m) is usually taken as energy unit.

ABELIAN GAUGE FIELD REGIME

In the regime $"%"& # %R, !k0 , the eigen-values of W remains well separated. In this case, to the leading order,
the lowest energy state is

|#$ = |1$+
%Reik0x

$" %" & " $y
|0$ (8)
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ABELIAN GAUGE FIELD REGIME
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Atoms are neutral, do not have gauge coupling to real magnetic field 

Can we simulate an effective gauge field to atoms?

Principle for simulating gauge field to atoms

Consider a N-level system:
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abelian v.s. non-abelian case
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The interaction Hamiltonian is given by

Ĥint =
1
2

!
g00n

2
0 + g11n

2
1 + 2g10n0n1

"
(21)

1) First consider ! = 0
1.1) Also consider h = 0, then " = #/2, Ax is simplified as k0/2(!I + $x), Ay = 0, what is the ground state as a

function of !R/%k0?
1.2) For non-zero !R, how ground state changes with h?
2) Consider the e"ect of non-zero !.
2. As h = # ! & ! ' deceases, how the system goes from abelian regime to non-abelian regime, how the ground

state make a transition form vortex lattice to density stripe ?

E(r) =
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''( (22)
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A simplest non-abelian gauge field: Rashba spin-orbit coupling
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Hamiltonian for spin-orbit coupled spin-1/2 bosons
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1 case. a1-
a3 are density of 1, 0, and !1 component in “SW ” regime;
and b1-b3 are phase of and b3 are 1, 0, and !1 component in
“PW” regime. ! = c2/c0 = 0.2 for a1-a3, and ! = !0.2 for
b1-b3.

instance, if we start with a random initial configuration,
most cases the imaginary time evolution leads to a state
in which the system often splits into two domains. In the
“PW” phase, the system is locally a single plane wave
state in each domain, and the wave vector is opposite be-
tween two domains. This is very similar to the situation
of ferromagnetism, where one always finds a ferromag-
netic state made up with locally magnetized domains.

In presence of domains, we find that both up and down
components of the condensate wave function contain an
array of vortices, as shown in Fig. 4(a). We have checked
that the vorticity of all vortices are the same, and the
vortices in di!erent components locate alternately. The
vortex array plays the role as a domain wall. Consider an
array of vortices with same vorticity, located at x = nl
and y = 0, where n are integers, in a uniform superfluid
the gradient of superfluid phase !"# at (x, y) is given by

"x# =
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y/l

(x/l + n)2 + (y/l)2
;

"y# = !1
l
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x/l + n

(x/l + n)2 + (y/l)2
. (11)

!"# as a function of (x, y) is shown in Fig. 4 (c-d). As
one can see, when |y| > l, "x# " $/l is a constant and
"y# " 0. Hence the system is locally a plane wave state.
To minimize the single particle energy, one requires l =
$!/%, namely, the vortex line density increases as the
increase of SO coupling.

Hence, we have established the conclusion (I-IV) sum-
marized above within a mean-field theory. In future stud-
ies we will include quantum fluctuations. Due to the de-
generacy of single particle ground states, quantum fluc-
tuation, in particular, the fluctuation of rotation mode,
may lead to fragmentation. However, it is known that
fragmented state is usually very fragile for a realistic
system with large number of bosons and is not stable
against external perturbations. In this case, e!ects such
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) Density of up (or down) compo-
nent with two domains in the “PW” phase. (b) A schematic
of vortex array as a domain wall between two regimes with
opposite wave vector. (c-d) Consider array of vortices sepa-
rated by distance l located in x-axes, "x# (c) and "y# (d) (in
unit of 1/l) at position (x, y) as a function of x/l is shown
for |y| = l (red dashed line), |y| = 1.5l (blue dotted line) and
|y| = 2l (black solid line). # is the phase of condensate wave
function.

as anisotropy of trapping potential will break the spatial
rotational symmetry and pin the direction of plane wave
or density stripe, and prevent the fluctuation of rotation
mode from restoring the symmetry. Mean-field results
become more stable and the predictions of this work can
be verified experimentally very soon.
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b1-b3.

instance, if we start with a random initial configuration,
most cases the imaginary time evolution leads to a state
in which the system often splits into two domains. In the
“PW” phase, the system is locally a single plane wave
state in each domain, and the wave vector is opposite be-
tween two domains. This is very similar to the situation
of ferromagnetism, where one always finds a ferromag-
netic state made up with locally magnetized domains.

In presence of domains, we find that both up and down
components of the condensate wave function contain an
array of vortices, as shown in Fig. 4(a). We have checked
that the vorticity of all vortices are the same, and the
vortices in di!erent components locate alternately. The
vortex array plays the role as a domain wall. Consider an
array of vortices with same vorticity, located at x = nl
and y = 0, where n are integers, in a uniform superfluid
the gradient of superfluid phase !"# at (x, y) is given by
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!"# as a function of (x, y) is shown in Fig. 4 (c-d). As
one can see, when |y| > l, "x# " $/l is a constant and
"y# " 0. Hence the system is locally a plane wave state.
To minimize the single particle energy, one requires l =
$!/%, namely, the vortex line density increases as the
increase of SO coupling.

Hence, we have established the conclusion (I-IV) sum-
marized above within a mean-field theory. In future stud-
ies we will include quantum fluctuations. Due to the de-
generacy of single particle ground states, quantum fluc-
tuation, in particular, the fluctuation of rotation mode,
may lead to fragmentation. However, it is known that
fragmented state is usually very fragile for a realistic
system with large number of bosons and is not stable
against external perturbations. In this case, e!ects such
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) Density of up (or down) compo-
nent with two domains in the “PW” phase. (b) A schematic
of vortex array as a domain wall between two regimes with
opposite wave vector. (c-d) Consider array of vortices sepa-
rated by distance l located in x-axes, "x# (c) and "y# (d) (in
unit of 1/l) at position (x, y) as a function of x/l is shown
for |y| = l (red dashed line), |y| = 1.5l (blue dotted line) and
|y| = 2l (black solid line). # is the phase of condensate wave
function.

as anisotropy of trapping potential will break the spatial
rotational symmetry and pin the direction of plane wave
or density stripe, and prevent the fluctuation of rotation
mode from restoring the symmetry. Mean-field results
become more stable and the predictions of this work can
be verified experimentally very soon.
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0, the densities of both component have no particular
structure, while the phase of both components behave
as a plane wave, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and named as
“PW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is broken in this
phase. For ! < 0, the wave functions of both components
behave as standing waves and lead to periodic density
modulation of both components, as shown in Fig. 2(b)
and named as “SW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is
preserved. Moreover, the higher density regime of spin-
up component coincides with the lower density regime
of spin-down component, which represents a microscopic
phase separation, and also represents a spin stripe state.

Though in the numerical simulation, we have included
a very weak harmonic trap which helps to avoid artifact
from a sharp boundary and also simulates the practi-
cal situation in cold atom experiment, the results can
be understood from a homogeneous case. With SO
coupling, the single-particle spectrum becomes E±k =
(!2k2 ± 2"!|k|)/(2m), where ± denotes di!erent helicity
(spin parallel or anti-parallel to wave vector). The single
particle ground state is in the negative helicity branch
with |k| = "/!, and the wave function is given by

#k =
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2
eikr

!
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"ei!k

"
. (6)

where $k = arg(kx + iky) and $!k = $k +%. Let us first
consider a simple case that assumes the condensate wave
function is a superposition of two opposite wave vector
state as
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1/2 case.
a1 and a2 show the phase of condensate wave function of
both spin-up (a1) and down (a2) component increase from
!! (grey regime) to ! (dark regime) periodically in the PW
regime; b1 and b2 show the density of both spin-up (b1) and
down (b2) component oscillate periodically in the SW regime.
" = c2/c0 = 0.4 for a1 and a2, and " = 0.1 for b1 and b2.

0, it favors the case &1 = 1, &2 = 0 or &1 = 0, &2 = 1,
namely, the wave function is a single plane wave.

The next question is whether there will be more than
one single k state, or a pair of {k,"k} states entering the
condensate wave function $. In general, one shall assume
a superposition of all states in the degenerate circle
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where the amplitude of k is fixed at "/! to minimize the
single particle energy. For instance, if &k is independent
of the angle of k, one can obtain
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where ' is the angle of r. This is a symmetric skyrmion
solution, which has also been proposed by Ref. [10].
However, if one substitutes the ansatz Eq. 7 into the
energy function Eq. 5 and minimize energy with respect
to all &k, we can find the most favorable solution is al-
ways that &k is non-zero either for a single k or for a pair
of {k,"k}, and we do not find a parameter regime in
which the condensate wave function contains more than
two wave vector components.

Numerical Simulation for Spin-1 Case: We now move
to study spin-1 case, whose energy functional is given by
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The results from numerical simulation are displayed in
Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, for ! > 0 it is “SW” phase
and for ! < 0 it is “PW” phase.

The result of spin-1 can be understood with similar
analysis above. The wave function for single particle
ground state is now
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We shall also consider a superposition as &1#k + &2#!k.
c0 term is independent of &1,2, however, for &1 = &2 =
1/
!

2, %S&2 = 0 and it is favored when c2 > 0. This state
is also a special case of so-called “polar” or “nematic”
phase in the discussion of spin-1 BEC [8]; while for &1 =
0, &2 = 1 or &1 = 1, &2 = 0, %S&2 = 1 and it is favored
when c2 < 0. This is also called “ferromagnetic” phase.

Domains and domain wall: Our numerical simulation
also finds long-lived metastable states with domains. For
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1 case. a1-
a3 are density of 1, 0, and !1 component in “SW ” regime;
and b1-b3 are phase of and b3 are 1, 0, and !1 component in
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instance, if we start with a random initial configuration,
most cases the imaginary time evolution leads to a state
in which the system often splits into two domains. In the
“PW” phase, the system is locally a single plane wave
state in each domain, and the wave vector is opposite be-
tween two domains. This is very similar to the situation
of ferromagnetism, where one always finds a ferromag-
netic state made up with locally magnetized domains.

In presence of domains, we find that both up and down
components of the condensate wave function contain an
array of vortices, as shown in Fig. 4(a). We have checked
that the vorticity of all vortices are the same, and the
vortices in di!erent components locate alternately. The
vortex array plays the role as a domain wall. Consider an
array of vortices with same vorticity, located at x = nl
and y = 0, where n are integers, in a uniform superfluid
the gradient of superfluid phase !"# at (x, y) is given by
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!"# as a function of (x, y) is shown in Fig. 4 (c-d). As
one can see, when |y| > l, "x# " $/l is a constant and
"y# " 0. Hence the system is locally a plane wave state.
To minimize the single particle energy, one requires l =
$!/%, namely, the vortex line density increases as the
increase of SO coupling.

Hence, we have established the conclusion (I-IV) sum-
marized above within a mean-field theory. In future stud-
ies we will include quantum fluctuations. Due to the de-
generacy of single particle ground states, quantum fluc-
tuation, in particular, the fluctuation of rotation mode,
may lead to fragmentation. However, it is known that
fragmented state is usually very fragile for a realistic
system with large number of bosons and is not stable
against external perturbations. In this case, e!ects such
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) Density of up (or down) compo-
nent with two domains in the “PW” phase. (b) A schematic
of vortex array as a domain wall between two regimes with
opposite wave vector. (c-d) Consider array of vortices sepa-
rated by distance l located in x-axes, "x# (c) and "y# (d) (in
unit of 1/l) at position (x, y) as a function of x/l is shown
for |y| = l (red dashed line), |y| = 1.5l (blue dotted line) and
|y| = 2l (black solid line). # is the phase of condensate wave
function.

as anisotropy of trapping potential will break the spatial
rotational symmetry and pin the direction of plane wave
or density stripe, and prevent the fluctuation of rotation
mode from restoring the symmetry. Mean-field results
become more stable and the predictions of this work can
be verified experimentally very soon.
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0, the densities of both component have no particular
structure, while the phase of both components behave
as a plane wave, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and named as
“PW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is broken in this
phase. For ! < 0, the wave functions of both components
behave as standing waves and lead to periodic density
modulation of both components, as shown in Fig. 2(b)
and named as “SW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is
preserved. Moreover, the higher density regime of spin-
up component coincides with the lower density regime
of spin-down component, which represents a microscopic
phase separation, and also represents a spin stripe state.

Though in the numerical simulation, we have included
a very weak harmonic trap which helps to avoid artifact
from a sharp boundary and also simulates the practi-
cal situation in cold atom experiment, the results can
be understood from a homogeneous case. With SO
coupling, the single-particle spectrum becomes E±k =
(!2k2 ± 2"!|k|)/(2m), where ± denotes di!erent helicity
(spin parallel or anti-parallel to wave vector). The single
particle ground state is in the negative helicity branch
with |k| = "/!, and the wave function is given by
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1/2 case.
a1 and a2 show the phase of condensate wave function of
both spin-up (a1) and down (a2) component increase from
!! (grey regime) to ! (dark regime) periodically in the PW
regime; b1 and b2 show the density of both spin-up (b1) and
down (b2) component oscillate periodically in the SW regime.
" = c2/c0 = 0.4 for a1 and a2, and " = 0.1 for b1 and b2.

0, it favors the case &1 = 1, &2 = 0 or &1 = 0, &2 = 1,
namely, the wave function is a single plane wave.

The next question is whether there will be more than
one single k state, or a pair of {k,"k} states entering the
condensate wave function $. In general, one shall assume
a superposition of all states in the degenerate circle

$ =
#

d$k
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2
eikr

!
1

"ei!k

"
. (7)

where the amplitude of k is fixed at "/! to minimize the
single particle energy. For instance, if &k is independent
of the angle of k, one can obtain
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i%J1(|k|r|)ei"

"
. (8)

where ' is the angle of r. This is a symmetric skyrmion
solution, which has also been proposed by Ref. [10].
However, if one substitutes the ansatz Eq. 7 into the
energy function Eq. 5 and minimize energy with respect
to all &k, we can find the most favorable solution is al-
ways that &k is non-zero either for a single k or for a pair
of {k,"k}, and we do not find a parameter regime in
which the condensate wave function contains more than
two wave vector components.

Numerical Simulation for Spin-1 Case: We now move
to study spin-1 case, whose energy functional is given by
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The results from numerical simulation are displayed in
Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, for ! > 0 it is “SW” phase
and for ! < 0 it is “PW” phase.

The result of spin-1 can be understood with similar
analysis above. The wave function for single particle
ground state is now
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. eikr (10)

We shall also consider a superposition as &1#k + &2#!k.
c0 term is independent of &1,2, however, for &1 = &2 =
1/
!

2, %S&2 = 0 and it is favored when c2 > 0. This state
is also a special case of so-called “polar” or “nematic”
phase in the discussion of spin-1 BEC [8]; while for &1 =
0, &2 = 1 or &1 = 1, &2 = 0, %S&2 = 1 and it is favored
when c2 < 0. This is also called “ferromagnetic” phase.

Domains and domain wall: Our numerical simulation
also finds long-lived metastable states with domains. For
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1 case. a1-
a3 are density of 1, 0, and !1 component in “SW ” regime;
and b1-b3 are phase of and b3 are 1, 0, and !1 component in
“PW” regime. ! = c2/c0 = 0.2 for a1-a3, and ! = !0.2 for
b1-b3.

instance, if we start with a random initial configuration,
most cases the imaginary time evolution leads to a state
in which the system often splits into two domains. In the
“PW” phase, the system is locally a single plane wave
state in each domain, and the wave vector is opposite be-
tween two domains. This is very similar to the situation
of ferromagnetism, where one always finds a ferromag-
netic state made up with locally magnetized domains.

In presence of domains, we find that both up and down
components of the condensate wave function contain an
array of vortices, as shown in Fig. 4(a). We have checked
that the vorticity of all vortices are the same, and the
vortices in di!erent components locate alternately. The
vortex array plays the role as a domain wall. Consider an
array of vortices with same vorticity, located at x = nl
and y = 0, where n are integers, in a uniform superfluid
the gradient of superfluid phase !"# at (x, y) is given by

"x# =
1
l

+!!

n="!

y/l

(x/l + n)2 + (y/l)2
;

"y# = !1
l

+!!

n="!

x/l + n

(x/l + n)2 + (y/l)2
. (11)

!"# as a function of (x, y) is shown in Fig. 4 (c-d). As
one can see, when |y| > l, "x# " $/l is a constant and
"y# " 0. Hence the system is locally a plane wave state.
To minimize the single particle energy, one requires l =
$!/%, namely, the vortex line density increases as the
increase of SO coupling.

Hence, we have established the conclusion (I-IV) sum-
marized above within a mean-field theory. In future stud-
ies we will include quantum fluctuations. Due to the de-
generacy of single particle ground states, quantum fluc-
tuation, in particular, the fluctuation of rotation mode,
may lead to fragmentation. However, it is known that
fragmented state is usually very fragile for a realistic
system with large number of bosons and is not stable
against external perturbations. In this case, e!ects such
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) Density of up (or down) compo-
nent with two domains in the “PW” phase. (b) A schematic
of vortex array as a domain wall between two regimes with
opposite wave vector. (c-d) Consider array of vortices sepa-
rated by distance l located in x-axes, "x# (c) and "y# (d) (in
unit of 1/l) at position (x, y) as a function of x/l is shown
for |y| = l (red dashed line), |y| = 1.5l (blue dotted line) and
|y| = 2l (black solid line). # is the phase of condensate wave
function.

as anisotropy of trapping potential will break the spatial
rotational symmetry and pin the direction of plane wave
or density stripe, and prevent the fluctuation of rotation
mode from restoring the symmetry. Mean-field results
become more stable and the predictions of this work can
be verified experimentally very soon.
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0, the densities of both component have no particular
structure, while the phase of both components behave
as a plane wave, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and named as
“PW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is broken in this
phase. For ! < 0, the wave functions of both components
behave as standing waves and lead to periodic density
modulation of both components, as shown in Fig. 2(b)
and named as “SW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is
preserved. Moreover, the higher density regime of spin-
up component coincides with the lower density regime
of spin-down component, which represents a microscopic
phase separation, and also represents a spin stripe state.

Though in the numerical simulation, we have included
a very weak harmonic trap which helps to avoid artifact
from a sharp boundary and also simulates the practi-
cal situation in cold atom experiment, the results can
be understood from a homogeneous case. With SO
coupling, the single-particle spectrum becomes E±k =
(!2k2 ± 2"!|k|)/(2m), where ± denotes di!erent helicity
(spin parallel or anti-parallel to wave vector). The single
particle ground state is in the negative helicity branch
with |k| = "/!, and the wave function is given by

#k =
1!
2
eikr

!
1

"ei!k

"
. (6)

where $k = arg(kx + iky) and $!k = $k +%. Let us first
consider a simple case that assumes the condensate wave
function is a superposition of two opposite wave vector
state as

$ =
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Using this ansatz to minimize the interaction energy, it
is easy to find, for c2 < 0, it favors &1 = &2 = 1/
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therefore, $" # coskr and $# # i sinkr. While for c2 >
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1/2 case.
a1 and a2 show the phase of condensate wave function of
both spin-up (a1) and down (a2) component increase from
!! (grey regime) to ! (dark regime) periodically in the PW
regime; b1 and b2 show the density of both spin-up (b1) and
down (b2) component oscillate periodically in the SW regime.
" = c2/c0 = 0.4 for a1 and a2, and " = 0.1 for b1 and b2.

0, it favors the case &1 = 1, &2 = 0 or &1 = 0, &2 = 1,
namely, the wave function is a single plane wave.

The next question is whether there will be more than
one single k state, or a pair of {k,"k} states entering the
condensate wave function $. In general, one shall assume
a superposition of all states in the degenerate circle

$ =
#

d$k
&k!

2
eikr

!
1

"ei!k

"
. (7)

where the amplitude of k is fixed at "/! to minimize the
single particle energy. For instance, if &k is independent
of the angle of k, one can obtain

$ =
1!
2

!
%J0(|k||r|)

i%J1(|k|r|)ei"

"
. (8)

where ' is the angle of r. This is a symmetric skyrmion
solution, which has also been proposed by Ref. [10].
However, if one substitutes the ansatz Eq. 7 into the
energy function Eq. 5 and minimize energy with respect
to all &k, we can find the most favorable solution is al-
ways that &k is non-zero either for a single k or for a pair
of {k,"k}, and we do not find a parameter regime in
which the condensate wave function contains more than
two wave vector components.

Numerical Simulation for Spin-1 Case: We now move
to study spin-1 case, whose energy functional is given by
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The results from numerical simulation are displayed in
Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, for ! > 0 it is “SW” phase
and for ! < 0 it is “PW” phase.

The result of spin-1 can be understood with similar
analysis above. The wave function for single particle
ground state is now

#k =
1
2

+

,
1

"
!

2ei!k

ei2!k

-

. eikr (10)

We shall also consider a superposition as &1#k + &2#!k.
c0 term is independent of &1,2, however, for &1 = &2 =
1/
!

2, %S&2 = 0 and it is favored when c2 > 0. This state
is also a special case of so-called “polar” or “nematic”
phase in the discussion of spin-1 BEC [8]; while for &1 =
0, &2 = 1 or &1 = 1, &2 = 0, %S&2 = 1 and it is favored
when c2 < 0. This is also called “ferromagnetic” phase.

Domains and domain wall: Our numerical simulation
also finds long-lived metastable states with domains. For
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1 case. a1-
a3 are density of 1, 0, and !1 component in “SW ” regime;
and b1-b3 are phase of and b3 are 1, 0, and !1 component in
“PW” regime. ! = c2/c0 = 0.2 for a1-a3, and ! = !0.2 for
b1-b3.

instance, if we start with a random initial configuration,
most cases the imaginary time evolution leads to a state
in which the system often splits into two domains. In the
“PW” phase, the system is locally a single plane wave
state in each domain, and the wave vector is opposite be-
tween two domains. This is very similar to the situation
of ferromagnetism, where one always finds a ferromag-
netic state made up with locally magnetized domains.

In presence of domains, we find that both up and down
components of the condensate wave function contain an
array of vortices, as shown in Fig. 4(a). We have checked
that the vorticity of all vortices are the same, and the
vortices in di!erent components locate alternately. The
vortex array plays the role as a domain wall. Consider an
array of vortices with same vorticity, located at x = nl
and y = 0, where n are integers, in a uniform superfluid
the gradient of superfluid phase !"# at (x, y) is given by

"x# =
1
l

+!!

n="!

y/l

(x/l + n)2 + (y/l)2
;

"y# = !1
l

+!!

n="!

x/l + n

(x/l + n)2 + (y/l)2
. (11)

!"# as a function of (x, y) is shown in Fig. 4 (c-d). As
one can see, when |y| > l, "x# " $/l is a constant and
"y# " 0. Hence the system is locally a plane wave state.
To minimize the single particle energy, one requires l =
$!/%, namely, the vortex line density increases as the
increase of SO coupling.

Hence, we have established the conclusion (I-IV) sum-
marized above within a mean-field theory. In future stud-
ies we will include quantum fluctuations. Due to the de-
generacy of single particle ground states, quantum fluc-
tuation, in particular, the fluctuation of rotation mode,
may lead to fragmentation. However, it is known that
fragmented state is usually very fragile for a realistic
system with large number of bosons and is not stable
against external perturbations. In this case, e!ects such
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) Density of up (or down) compo-
nent with two domains in the “PW” phase. (b) A schematic
of vortex array as a domain wall between two regimes with
opposite wave vector. (c-d) Consider array of vortices sepa-
rated by distance l located in x-axes, "x# (c) and "y# (d) (in
unit of 1/l) at position (x, y) as a function of x/l is shown
for |y| = l (red dashed line), |y| = 1.5l (blue dotted line) and
|y| = 2l (black solid line). # is the phase of condensate wave
function.

as anisotropy of trapping potential will break the spatial
rotational symmetry and pin the direction of plane wave
or density stripe, and prevent the fluctuation of rotation
mode from restoring the symmetry. Mean-field results
become more stable and the predictions of this work can
be verified experimentally very soon.
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0, the densities of both component have no particular
structure, while the phase of both components behave
as a plane wave, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and named as
“PW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is broken in this
phase. For ! < 0, the wave functions of both components
behave as standing waves and lead to periodic density
modulation of both components, as shown in Fig. 2(b)
and named as “SW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is
preserved. Moreover, the higher density regime of spin-
up component coincides with the lower density regime
of spin-down component, which represents a microscopic
phase separation, and also represents a spin stripe state.

Though in the numerical simulation, we have included
a very weak harmonic trap which helps to avoid artifact
from a sharp boundary and also simulates the practi-
cal situation in cold atom experiment, the results can
be understood from a homogeneous case. With SO
coupling, the single-particle spectrum becomes E±k =
(!2k2 ± 2"!|k|)/(2m), where ± denotes di!erent helicity
(spin parallel or anti-parallel to wave vector). The single
particle ground state is in the negative helicity branch
with |k| = "/!, and the wave function is given by

#k =
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2
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. (6)

where $k = arg(kx + iky) and $!k = $k +%. Let us first
consider a simple case that assumes the condensate wave
function is a superposition of two opposite wave vector
state as
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Using this ansatz to minimize the interaction energy, it
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1/2 case.
a1 and a2 show the phase of condensate wave function of
both spin-up (a1) and down (a2) component increase from
!! (grey regime) to ! (dark regime) periodically in the PW
regime; b1 and b2 show the density of both spin-up (b1) and
down (b2) component oscillate periodically in the SW regime.
" = c2/c0 = 0.4 for a1 and a2, and " = 0.1 for b1 and b2.

0, it favors the case &1 = 1, &2 = 0 or &1 = 0, &2 = 1,
namely, the wave function is a single plane wave.

The next question is whether there will be more than
one single k state, or a pair of {k,"k} states entering the
condensate wave function $. In general, one shall assume
a superposition of all states in the degenerate circle
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where the amplitude of k is fixed at "/! to minimize the
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where ' is the angle of r. This is a symmetric skyrmion
solution, which has also been proposed by Ref. [10].
However, if one substitutes the ansatz Eq. 7 into the
energy function Eq. 5 and minimize energy with respect
to all &k, we can find the most favorable solution is al-
ways that &k is non-zero either for a single k or for a pair
of {k,"k}, and we do not find a parameter regime in
which the condensate wave function contains more than
two wave vector components.
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The results from numerical simulation are displayed in
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We shall also consider a superposition as &1#k + &2#!k.
c0 term is independent of &1,2, however, for &1 = &2 =
1/
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2, %S&2 = 0 and it is favored when c2 > 0. This state
is also a special case of so-called “polar” or “nematic”
phase in the discussion of spin-1 BEC [8]; while for &1 =
0, &2 = 1 or &1 = 1, &2 = 0, %S&2 = 1 and it is favored
when c2 < 0. This is also called “ferromagnetic” phase.

Domains and domain wall: Our numerical simulation
also finds long-lived metastable states with domains. For
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1 case. a1-
a3 are density of 1, 0, and !1 component in “SW ” regime;
and b1-b3 are phase of and b3 are 1, 0, and !1 component in
“PW” regime. ! = c2/c0 = 0.2 for a1-a3, and ! = !0.2 for
b1-b3.

instance, if we start with a random initial configuration,
most cases the imaginary time evolution leads to a state
in which the system often splits into two domains. In the
“PW” phase, the system is locally a single plane wave
state in each domain, and the wave vector is opposite be-
tween two domains. This is very similar to the situation
of ferromagnetism, where one always finds a ferromag-
netic state made up with locally magnetized domains.

In presence of domains, we find that both up and down
components of the condensate wave function contain an
array of vortices, as shown in Fig. 4(a). We have checked
that the vorticity of all vortices are the same, and the
vortices in di!erent components locate alternately. The
vortex array plays the role as a domain wall. Consider an
array of vortices with same vorticity, located at x = nl
and y = 0, where n are integers, in a uniform superfluid
the gradient of superfluid phase !"# at (x, y) is given by
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!"# as a function of (x, y) is shown in Fig. 4 (c-d). As
one can see, when |y| > l, "x# " $/l is a constant and
"y# " 0. Hence the system is locally a plane wave state.
To minimize the single particle energy, one requires l =
$!/%, namely, the vortex line density increases as the
increase of SO coupling.

Hence, we have established the conclusion (I-IV) sum-
marized above within a mean-field theory. In future stud-
ies we will include quantum fluctuations. Due to the de-
generacy of single particle ground states, quantum fluc-
tuation, in particular, the fluctuation of rotation mode,
may lead to fragmentation. However, it is known that
fragmented state is usually very fragile for a realistic
system with large number of bosons and is not stable
against external perturbations. In this case, e!ects such
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) Density of up (or down) compo-
nent with two domains in the “PW” phase. (b) A schematic
of vortex array as a domain wall between two regimes with
opposite wave vector. (c-d) Consider array of vortices sepa-
rated by distance l located in x-axes, "x# (c) and "y# (d) (in
unit of 1/l) at position (x, y) as a function of x/l is shown
for |y| = l (red dashed line), |y| = 1.5l (blue dotted line) and
|y| = 2l (black solid line). # is the phase of condensate wave
function.

as anisotropy of trapping potential will break the spatial
rotational symmetry and pin the direction of plane wave
or density stripe, and prevent the fluctuation of rotation
mode from restoring the symmetry. Mean-field results
become more stable and the predictions of this work can
be verified experimentally very soon.
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0, the densities of both component have no particular
structure, while the phase of both components behave
as a plane wave, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and named as
“PW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is broken in this
phase. For ! < 0, the wave functions of both components
behave as standing waves and lead to periodic density
modulation of both components, as shown in Fig. 2(b)
and named as “SW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is
preserved. Moreover, the higher density regime of spin-
up component coincides with the lower density regime
of spin-down component, which represents a microscopic
phase separation, and also represents a spin stripe state.

Though in the numerical simulation, we have included
a very weak harmonic trap which helps to avoid artifact
from a sharp boundary and also simulates the practi-
cal situation in cold atom experiment, the results can
be understood from a homogeneous case. With SO
coupling, the single-particle spectrum becomes E±k =
(!2k2 ± 2"!|k|)/(2m), where ± denotes di!erent helicity
(spin parallel or anti-parallel to wave vector). The single
particle ground state is in the negative helicity branch
with |k| = "/!, and the wave function is given by
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where $k = arg(kx + iky) and $!k = $k +%. Let us first
consider a simple case that assumes the condensate wave
function is a superposition of two opposite wave vector
state as
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Using this ansatz to minimize the interaction energy, it
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1/2 case.
a1 and a2 show the phase of condensate wave function of
both spin-up (a1) and down (a2) component increase from
!! (grey regime) to ! (dark regime) periodically in the PW
regime; b1 and b2 show the density of both spin-up (b1) and
down (b2) component oscillate periodically in the SW regime.
" = c2/c0 = 0.4 for a1 and a2, and " = 0.1 for b1 and b2.

0, it favors the case &1 = 1, &2 = 0 or &1 = 0, &2 = 1,
namely, the wave function is a single plane wave.

The next question is whether there will be more than
one single k state, or a pair of {k,"k} states entering the
condensate wave function $. In general, one shall assume
a superposition of all states in the degenerate circle
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. (7)

where the amplitude of k is fixed at "/! to minimize the
single particle energy. For instance, if &k is independent
of the angle of k, one can obtain
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where ' is the angle of r. This is a symmetric skyrmion
solution, which has also been proposed by Ref. [10].
However, if one substitutes the ansatz Eq. 7 into the
energy function Eq. 5 and minimize energy with respect
to all &k, we can find the most favorable solution is al-
ways that &k is non-zero either for a single k or for a pair
of {k,"k}, and we do not find a parameter regime in
which the condensate wave function contains more than
two wave vector components.

Numerical Simulation for Spin-1 Case: We now move
to study spin-1 case, whose energy functional is given by
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The results from numerical simulation are displayed in
Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, for ! > 0 it is “SW” phase
and for ! < 0 it is “PW” phase.

The result of spin-1 can be understood with similar
analysis above. The wave function for single particle
ground state is now
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We shall also consider a superposition as &1#k + &2#!k.
c0 term is independent of &1,2, however, for &1 = &2 =
1/
!

2, %S&2 = 0 and it is favored when c2 > 0. This state
is also a special case of so-called “polar” or “nematic”
phase in the discussion of spin-1 BEC [8]; while for &1 =
0, &2 = 1 or &1 = 1, &2 = 0, %S&2 = 1 and it is favored
when c2 < 0. This is also called “ferromagnetic” phase.

Domains and domain wall: Our numerical simulation
also finds long-lived metastable states with domains. For
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as a plane wave, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and named as
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phase. For ! < 0, the wave functions of both components
behave as standing waves and lead to periodic density
modulation of both components, as shown in Fig. 2(b)
and named as “SW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is
preserved. Moreover, the higher density regime of spin-
up component coincides with the lower density regime
of spin-down component, which represents a microscopic
phase separation, and also represents a spin stripe state.

Though in the numerical simulation, we have included
a very weak harmonic trap which helps to avoid artifact
from a sharp boundary and also simulates the practi-
cal situation in cold atom experiment, the results can
be understood from a homogeneous case. With SO
coupling, the single-particle spectrum becomes E±k =
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(spin parallel or anti-parallel to wave vector). The single
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0, it favors the case &1 = 1, &2 = 0 or &1 = 0, &2 = 1,
namely, the wave function is a single plane wave.

The next question is whether there will be more than
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where ' is the angle of r. This is a symmetric skyrmion
solution, which has also been proposed by Ref. [10].
However, if one substitutes the ansatz Eq. 7 into the
energy function Eq. 5 and minimize energy with respect
to all &k, we can find the most favorable solution is al-
ways that &k is non-zero either for a single k or for a pair
of {k,"k}, and we do not find a parameter regime in
which the condensate wave function contains more than
two wave vector components.
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The results from numerical simulation are displayed in
Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, for ! > 0 it is “SW” phase
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We shall also consider a superposition as &1#k + &2#!k.
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is also a special case of so-called “polar” or “nematic”
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1 case. a1-
a3 are density of 1, 0, and !1 component in “SW ” regime;
and b1-b3 are phase of and b3 are 1, 0, and !1 component in
“PW” regime. ! = c2/c0 = 0.2 for a1-a3, and ! = !0.2 for
b1-b3.

instance, if we start with a random initial configuration,
most cases the imaginary time evolution leads to a state
in which the system often splits into two domains. In the
“PW” phase, the system is locally a single plane wave
state in each domain, and the wave vector is opposite be-
tween two domains. This is very similar to the situation
of ferromagnetism, where one always finds a ferromag-
netic state made up with locally magnetized domains.

In presence of domains, we find that both up and down
components of the condensate wave function contain an
array of vortices, as shown in Fig. 4(a). We have checked
that the vorticity of all vortices are the same, and the
vortices in di!erent components locate alternately. The
vortex array plays the role as a domain wall. Consider an
array of vortices with same vorticity, located at x = nl
and y = 0, where n are integers, in a uniform superfluid
the gradient of superfluid phase !"# at (x, y) is given by

"x# =
1
l

+!!

n="!

y/l

(x/l + n)2 + (y/l)2
;

"y# = !1
l

+!!

n="!

x/l + n

(x/l + n)2 + (y/l)2
. (11)

!"# as a function of (x, y) is shown in Fig. 4 (c-d). As
one can see, when |y| > l, "x# " $/l is a constant and
"y# " 0. Hence the system is locally a plane wave state.
To minimize the single particle energy, one requires l =
$!/%, namely, the vortex line density increases as the
increase of SO coupling.

Hence, we have established the conclusion (I-IV) sum-
marized above within a mean-field theory. In future stud-
ies we will include quantum fluctuations. Due to the de-
generacy of single particle ground states, quantum fluc-
tuation, in particular, the fluctuation of rotation mode,
may lead to fragmentation. However, it is known that
fragmented state is usually very fragile for a realistic
system with large number of bosons and is not stable
against external perturbations. In this case, e!ects such
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) Density of up (or down) compo-
nent with two domains in the “PW” phase. (b) A schematic
of vortex array as a domain wall between two regimes with
opposite wave vector. (c-d) Consider array of vortices sepa-
rated by distance l located in x-axes, "x# (c) and "y# (d) (in
unit of 1/l) at position (x, y) as a function of x/l is shown
for |y| = l (red dashed line), |y| = 1.5l (blue dotted line) and
|y| = 2l (black solid line). # is the phase of condensate wave
function.

as anisotropy of trapping potential will break the spatial
rotational symmetry and pin the direction of plane wave
or density stripe, and prevent the fluctuation of rotation
mode from restoring the symmetry. Mean-field results
become more stable and the predictions of this work can
be verified experimentally very soon.
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0, the densities of both component have no particular
structure, while the phase of both components behave
as a plane wave, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and named as
“PW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is broken in this
phase. For ! < 0, the wave functions of both components
behave as standing waves and lead to periodic density
modulation of both components, as shown in Fig. 2(b)
and named as “SW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is
preserved. Moreover, the higher density regime of spin-
up component coincides with the lower density regime
of spin-down component, which represents a microscopic
phase separation, and also represents a spin stripe state.

Though in the numerical simulation, we have included
a very weak harmonic trap which helps to avoid artifact
from a sharp boundary and also simulates the practi-
cal situation in cold atom experiment, the results can
be understood from a homogeneous case. With SO
coupling, the single-particle spectrum becomes E±k =
(!2k2 ± 2"!|k|)/(2m), where ± denotes di!erent helicity
(spin parallel or anti-parallel to wave vector). The single
particle ground state is in the negative helicity branch
with |k| = "/!, and the wave function is given by

#k =
1!
2
eikr

!
1

"ei!k

"
. (6)

where $k = arg(kx + iky) and $!k = $k +%. Let us first
consider a simple case that assumes the condensate wave
function is a superposition of two opposite wave vector
state as
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Using this ansatz to minimize the interaction energy, it
is easy to find, for c2 < 0, it favors &1 = &2 = 1/

!
2,

therefore, $" # coskr and $# # i sinkr. While for c2 >
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1/2 case.
a1 and a2 show the phase of condensate wave function of
both spin-up (a1) and down (a2) component increase from
!! (grey regime) to ! (dark regime) periodically in the PW
regime; b1 and b2 show the density of both spin-up (b1) and
down (b2) component oscillate periodically in the SW regime.
" = c2/c0 = 0.4 for a1 and a2, and " = 0.1 for b1 and b2.

0, it favors the case &1 = 1, &2 = 0 or &1 = 0, &2 = 1,
namely, the wave function is a single plane wave.

The next question is whether there will be more than
one single k state, or a pair of {k,"k} states entering the
condensate wave function $. In general, one shall assume
a superposition of all states in the degenerate circle

$ =
#

d$k
&k!

2
eikr

!
1

"ei!k

"
. (7)

where the amplitude of k is fixed at "/! to minimize the
single particle energy. For instance, if &k is independent
of the angle of k, one can obtain

$ =
1!
2

!
%J0(|k||r|)

i%J1(|k|r|)ei"

"
. (8)

where ' is the angle of r. This is a symmetric skyrmion
solution, which has also been proposed by Ref. [10].
However, if one substitutes the ansatz Eq. 7 into the
energy function Eq. 5 and minimize energy with respect
to all &k, we can find the most favorable solution is al-
ways that &k is non-zero either for a single k or for a pair
of {k,"k}, and we do not find a parameter regime in
which the condensate wave function contains more than
two wave vector components.

Numerical Simulation for Spin-1 Case: We now move
to study spin-1 case, whose energy functional is given by
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#

d3r
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2
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)*

(9)

The results from numerical simulation are displayed in
Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, for ! > 0 it is “SW” phase
and for ! < 0 it is “PW” phase.

The result of spin-1 can be understood with similar
analysis above. The wave function for single particle
ground state is now

#k =
1
2

+

,
1

"
!

2ei!k

ei2!k

-

. eikr (10)

We shall also consider a superposition as &1#k + &2#!k.
c0 term is independent of &1,2, however, for &1 = &2 =
1/
!

2, %S&2 = 0 and it is favored when c2 > 0. This state
is also a special case of so-called “polar” or “nematic”
phase in the discussion of spin-1 BEC [8]; while for &1 =
0, &2 = 1 or &1 = 1, &2 = 0, %S&2 = 1 and it is favored
when c2 < 0. This is also called “ferromagnetic” phase.

Domains and domain wall: Our numerical simulation
also finds long-lived metastable states with domains. For
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0, the densities of both component have no particular
structure, while the phase of both components behave
as a plane wave, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and named as
“PW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is broken in this
phase. For ! < 0, the wave functions of both components
behave as standing waves and lead to periodic density
modulation of both components, as shown in Fig. 2(b)
and named as “SW” phase. Time reversal symmetry is
preserved. Moreover, the higher density regime of spin-
up component coincides with the lower density regime
of spin-down component, which represents a microscopic
phase separation, and also represents a spin stripe state.

Though in the numerical simulation, we have included
a very weak harmonic trap which helps to avoid artifact
from a sharp boundary and also simulates the practi-
cal situation in cold atom experiment, the results can
be understood from a homogeneous case. With SO
coupling, the single-particle spectrum becomes E±k =
(!2k2 ± 2"!|k|)/(2m), where ± denotes di!erent helicity
(spin parallel or anti-parallel to wave vector). The single
particle ground state is in the negative helicity branch
with |k| = "/!, and the wave function is given by
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Numerical results for spin-1/2 case.
a1 and a2 show the phase of condensate wave function of
both spin-up (a1) and down (a2) component increase from
!! (grey regime) to ! (dark regime) periodically in the PW
regime; b1 and b2 show the density of both spin-up (b1) and
down (b2) component oscillate periodically in the SW regime.
" = c2/c0 = 0.4 for a1 and a2, and " = 0.1 for b1 and b2.

0, it favors the case &1 = 1, &2 = 0 or &1 = 0, &2 = 1,
namely, the wave function is a single plane wave.

The next question is whether there will be more than
one single k state, or a pair of {k,"k} states entering the
condensate wave function $. In general, one shall assume
a superposition of all states in the degenerate circle
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where the amplitude of k is fixed at "/! to minimize the
single particle energy. For instance, if &k is independent
of the angle of k, one can obtain
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where ' is the angle of r. This is a symmetric skyrmion
solution, which has also been proposed by Ref. [10].
However, if one substitutes the ansatz Eq. 7 into the
energy function Eq. 5 and minimize energy with respect
to all &k, we can find the most favorable solution is al-
ways that &k is non-zero either for a single k or for a pair
of {k,"k}, and we do not find a parameter regime in
which the condensate wave function contains more than
two wave vector components.

Numerical Simulation for Spin-1 Case: We now move
to study spin-1 case, whose energy functional is given by
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The results from numerical simulation are displayed in
Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, for ! > 0 it is “SW” phase
and for ! < 0 it is “PW” phase.

The result of spin-1 can be understood with similar
analysis above. The wave function for single particle
ground state is now
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We shall also consider a superposition as &1#k + &2#!k.
c0 term is independent of &1,2, however, for &1 = &2 =
1/
!

2, %S&2 = 0 and it is favored when c2 > 0. This state
is also a special case of so-called “polar” or “nematic”
phase in the discussion of spin-1 BEC [8]; while for &1 =
0, &2 = 1 or &1 = 1, &2 = 0, %S&2 = 1 and it is favored
when c2 < 0. This is also called “ferromagnetic” phase.

Domains and domain wall: Our numerical simulation
also finds long-lived metastable states with domains. For
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